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1980 ALL-STATE 
IN-SERVICE CONFERENCE 
As in previous years , the 1980 
All-state will be more than a 
music festival for directors an d 
students of New Mexico. The Vice 
Presidents have planned many 
workshops and clinics for the edu-
cat ional benefit of everyone. For 
example , the College and Univer-
sity sections will zone in on c1 panel 
discussion of "Recruiting Music 
Majors in the 1980 's '' with distin-
guished professors and administra-
tors from each of the universities 
in the state . Included in the list 
will be Professors John Bc1tcheller 
(UNM) , Peter Ciurcrnk (UNM). 
Warner Hutchison (NMSU). Wil-
liam Tietze (WNMU), Loren Wise 
(NMI-IU), David Willoughby (EN -
MU). Gregory Lyne (ENMU), and 
I will serve c1s moderator . 
Donald L. Corbett , President of 
the Southwestern Division of 
MENC will c1lso attend our con-
ference , c1nd in addition to serving 
as a guest speaker for the Student 
MENC State Chapters , he will be 
adding his expertise to many of 
the C U meetings . President Cor-
bett is a music education. specic1list 
from Wichita State University , 
and is presently serving as direc-
tor of the entire bc1nd progrnm at 
Wichi tc1 State with a stc1ff of 
eleven and six separate budgets. 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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ROLLIE H EL TMAN 
The 1980 N.M.M .E.A. All-State 
Music Festival and teacher In-
service Conference, the thirty-
sixth consecutive 1 ee t ing , wi ll be 
hosted by the Music Department 
of the University of New Mexico 
in the Fine Arts Center, January 
9-12. 1980. Two grand festiv al con-
certs will be presented on Satur-
day, January 12 , 1980 at 10:00 c1.m. 
and 1 :30 p.m. The public is invited 
with tickets available at the Box 
Office . 
The purpose of the conference 
and music festivc1l is to provide 
the gifted c1nd talented , well p re-
pared high school music students 
from the schools of New Mexico . 
an opportunity to participate in a 
fine musical organization under 
the direction of a recognized au-
thority and specialist; to provide 
the selected studen ts motiva tion 
for greater ach ievement in their 
performance and educc1tion ; to 
p rovide the music teacher an op-
portunity to observe and study 
outstanding specialist or recogniz-
ed au thorities demonst rate sue-
(Contin ued on Page 5) 
BAND VEEP COLUMN 
SAM L. PEMPERTON, JR. 
The Thirty-sixth All-State Music 
Festival and Inservice Conference 
promises to be both exciting and 
instructive. I hope that each of 
you has made arrangements for 
professional leave so that you can 
HARDISTY-
(Continued from Page 3) 
Though our C U Vice President, 
Harold Van Winkle, will be re-
porting on these In-service meet-
ings. I would like to mention 
again that all the clinics and work-
shops at All-State are open to the 
membership of NMMEA. You will 
not want to miss the lecture / 
demonstration / discussion ses-
sions led by Dr. Ricardo D. Tri-
millos, Department Chairman, 
University of Hawaii at Manoa, 
Honolulu. Dr. Trimillos is an eth-
nomusicologist and an authority 
on Japanese music. He will pre-
sent two sessions on "Music Edu-
cation In A World Context," and 
another entitled: "The Aesthetic 
of Japanese Music/' where he will 
perform traditional and avant 
garde music for koto, a Japanese 
instrument. 
NEW MEXICO ALLIANCE 
FOR ARTS EDUCATION 
November 2 and 3, I represent-
ed New Mexico State University 
and NMMEA, at the Fall Con-
ference of the NM Alliance meet-
ing in Santa Fe. The title of the 
participate in the activities plan-
ned for you on January 9-12 at 
UNM in Albuquerque. 
Many of you have been asked 
to servce in various capacities at 
All-State '80. Please refer to the 
agenda for both students and di-
rectors for specific times and loca-
tions for which you have agreed 
to assist. A debt of gratitude is 
owed you, the University audition 
team, and the Audition center 
chairpersons. Without your help 
there would be no All-State. 
A highlight of All-State '80 will 
be the Thursday evening Honor 
Concert. Those of you who are 
familiar with the reputation of the 
the Alamogordo High School Band 
and the outstanding musicianship 
of their director, Jim Young, are 
looking forward to an outs tan ding 
program. 
Other important events include 
a clinic by the nationally known 
clarinetist, David Shifrin, co-
sponsored by Bob Farley and Sel-
mer; percussion clinics by corps 
specialist Bob Kalkofen and sym-
conference was "Partnership For 
The Arts: School and Communi-
ty." Of particular concern to me 
was the absence of music educa-
tors and musicians on the pro-
gram; however, Rollie Heltman, 
took an active role, and Virginia 
Ebinger, past Vice President of 
Elementary/ Junior High Music 
for NMMEA, did attend. We hope 
to see a few more musicians at the 
meeting next year. Should you 
wish to consider membership in 
the New Mexico Alliance for Arts 
Education, please write the Treas-
urer, Rollie Heltman. 
I urge you to support this al-
liance of art, drama, dance, and 
music educators, partners in the 
National Alliance For Arts Edu-
cation which advocates "The Arts 
Are The Vital Essence of Educa-
tion." (See my elaboration on this 
subject which appears in this issue 
of the New Mexico Musician.) 
NEW MEXICO LEGISLATION: 
IN-SERVICE WORKSHOPS 
IN THE ARTS 
MENC is setting the stage, and 
NMMEA is beginning to sell the 
-4-
phonic specialist Charles Dowd 
both sponsored by Nick Luchetti 
a new band music reading sessim 
and "Ear Training for Band" fea 
turing Dale Kennedy and Ka~ 
Zahm's Grant Middle School Band 
co-sponsored by Joe Keith an c 
Shawnee Press; a woodwind clini 
by Dr. Charles West and student 
of NMSU; two appearances of tht 
NMSU Jazz Ensemble, Sam Trim 
ble, director; and of course tht 
performances by the 1980 All 
State bands, orchestras and cha· r 
There are many other clinics i 
other areas that will also intere 
you. I wish time would stand sti 
so that we could go to them all! 
Please be thinking about nomi 
nees for the 1981 All-State ban 
clinicians and bring your sugge 
tions to our section meeting o 
Thursday, January 10, at 3:00 p 
in room 2100 of the Fine Ar 
Center. 
Respectfully Submitted 
Sam L. Pemberton, Jr. 
Vice-President, Band 
arts to many of our political lea 
ers. At the Alliance conferenc 
two New Mexico State Senator 
John !rich (R-Bernalillo), and Le 
lie Houston (D-Bernalillo), spo 
on the "Priorities For Art Fun 
ing." The session was introduce 
by Rollie Heltman, and the faci l 
tator was Maurice Hughes, Supe 
intendent, Eunice Muni c i pa 
Schools. 
Senator Irich announced that 
plans to introduce a bill this ne 
session which provides fundi 
for a program of In-Servi 
v.rorkshops, similar to those he 
at Lincoln Center for New Yo 
City Schools, "to involve teache 
and administrators in an intensi 
training activity that will enab 
them to conduct meaningful ar 
activities in their classrooms." 
Members of NMMEA, and oth 
citizens promoting the arts in ed 
cation movement should be a 
prised of these political proposal 
and back those politic al leade 
who want music and the arts 
flourish in society. 
(Continued on Page 6) 
ORCHESTRA VEEP 
COLUMN 
MARY HELEN F. KLARE 
I hope many of you are making 
,lans to attend the forthcoming 
16th NMMEA All-State Music 
i'estival this January. I realize 
:ometimes it is very difficult to 
~et away from our school work, 
10wever, there is no denying that 
tll of us can profit from attending 
iELTMAN-
(Continued from Page 3) 
:essful techniques in the field of 
nusic education; to provide the 
n usic teachers an opportunity to 
1ear new music learning ma-
:e rials, review and examine music 
: e a chi n g materials, textbooks, 
!quipment and instruments; and 
o provide music teachers and 
:tudents an opportunity to hear 
I ne musical performances which 
hey might not otherwise hear 
luring the school year at their 
ocal level, hopefully to inspire the 
n aintenance of high standards of 
n usic education. 
Congratulations are extended to 
\J" .M.M.E.A., President Don Hard-
sty; Sam Pemberton, Vice Presi-
lent - Band; Wayne Anderson, 
l ice President - Chorus; Mary 
:ielen Klare, Vice P resident - Or-
:hestra; P r i s c i 1 1 a Zim merman, 
lice President, Elementary - J un-
or High School Music and Harold 
I an Winkel , Vice P resident, Col-
ege - University Music for plan-
an All-State confecence. For one 
thing, we have a wonderful oppor-
tunity to observe some fine clin-
icians at work, to see our own 
students at work in a different 
musical atmosphere, to stroll 
through the exhibits and become 
aware of what is new in the field , 
and last of all but equally as stim-
ulating, we have the chance to 
meet with some of our colleagues 
either to talk shop (always fun 
as far as I'm concerned) , or else 
just to get reacquainted over a 
cup of coffee. All in all , making 
the trip to Albuquerque in J anu-
aary is a refreshing respite in our 
daily, busy lives. 
As mentioned in my last article, 
there will be some very worth-
while even ts for you to attend 
while you are at the conference. 
Please make special note of these 
in your calendars. 
Thursday afternoon at 1 :30 
there will be a workshop given 
byVincent Kole with the assistance 
of the Madison Middle School 
Chamber Players. The title of the 
workshop is "Teaching Rhythm in 
the Middle School Band and 
Orchestra." On Thursday evening, 
ning an outstanding all-state pro-
gram. 
A special thanks and apprecia-
tion is extended to Dr. Peter 
Ciurczak, chairman of the Univer-
sity of New Mexico Music Depart-
ment and to Harold Van Winkle , 
University of New Mexico Direc-
tor of Bands, who will serve as 
general host and coordinator of 
the Conference. 
Recognition is also made of near-
ly one hundred music directors 
from the schools of New Mexico 
who make great contributions by 
taking care of the many details 
required to make All-State the 
success it has been these many 
years. 
You will find in this publication 
a tentative schedule of the All-
State group rehearsals, clinics and 
workshops designed to improve 
instruction and enrich students' 
music e d u c a t i o n experiences. 
Music educators are urged to point 
out these inservice opportunities 
to your administra to '·s or super-
an absolute must, is the "Honor 
Concert" in which om: of our own 
groups will perform. The Eldo-
rado High School Symphony Or-
chestra under the direction of past 
Orchestra Veep Kim Thompson 
will be performing along with the 
Clovis High School Choir and the 
Alamogordo High School Band. It 
should be a most enjoyable pro-
gram for us and our students. 
A presentation Friday morning 
at 10 :30 a.m. of interest to us all 
is on the subject "How to Buy a 
Violin. " This session will be 
presented by Don Robertson of 
the Violin Shop. I know this work-
shop will prove to be not only en-
lightening, but entertaining as 
well. Don Robertson will see to 
that! Not mentioned in my Fall 
issue article was the '' String Pres-
entation and Clinic" for students 
and orchestra directors taking 
place Friday evening at 8:30 p.m. 
Clinicians at this presentation will 
be members of the prestigious Ser-
aphin Trio from UNM. As we all 
know, members of this group are: 
Leonard Felberg, Joanna deKeyser 
and George Robert. Don ·t miss 
this one! 
(Continued on Page 9) 
visor and request your professional 
inservice leave. 
Music educators who are regis-
tered and attend all the clinics 
and workshops designed for their 
teaching area may receive one 
credit hour for recertification by 
completing the necessary applica-
tion and evaluation form which 
will be available at the registra-
tion desk and returning these to 
the State Department of Educa-
tion. 
Make plans now to attend the 
1980 New Mexico Music Educators 
Association Music Festival and In-
service Conference January 10-12 , 
1980 in Albuquerque . We suggest 
you invite your superintendent or 
principal to attend. We will pro-
vide a complimentary registration 
for him if you advise me in ad-
vance. 
A sincere wish for a Happy 
Holiday Season to each of you . 
Rollie V. Heltman 
Execu t ive Secreta ry 
ELEMENTARY, JR. HIGH 
V EEP COLUMN 
PRISCILLA ZIMMERMANN 
I am sincerely thrilled about 
our Elementary I Junior High ses-
sions at All-State this year. It is 
not my intention to bubble over 
with exagerated excitement but I 
am truly enthusiastic about our 
clinicians! 
Dr. Barbara Andress of Arizona 
State University will lead us in 
three sessions on Thursday. These 
sessions will deal with young chil-
dren through Junior High aI}d 
should benefit everyone. 
Brigitte Warner, Annapolis, 
Maryland, will be conducting 
three sessions dealing with the 
Orff Philosophy on Friday. In Ad-
dition, Janet Bailey of Silver Bur-
HARDISTY-
(Continued from Page 4) 
MENC'S PROPOSED 
DUES INCREASE 
Please read carefully the news 
release on the subject of dues in-
cluded in this issue. I urge you to 
vote for a raise in dues. It is vital-
ly needed if MENC is to continue 
to serve its members in an infla-
tionary economy. Ballots will be 
mailed to members in January, 
1980, and the amount of increase 
will be six dollars, a small amount 
to pay for the multitude of ser-
vices rendered the membership. 
dett will present a session Friday 
morning. 
For the first time the Elemen-
tary/ Junior High section will 
hold a session at 6:45 p.m. on Fri-
day. I urge all of you to attend 
this session which was scheduled 
at an evening time in order to 
avoid conflicts. Jack Gittings of 
Shawnee Press will conduct a 
reading session of elementary/ 
junior high materials. Jack's ses-
sion last year was very crowded 
and many have asked that it be 
scheduled this year not to conflict 
with other elementary / junior high 
or choral sessions. Let's have a 
big turn out Friday evening. 
I urge all of you to attend your 
All-State In Service Conference in 
January! All-State is for every-
one and we have tried to bring you 
the very best in clinicians. And 
please, don't forget our sectional 
meeting on Thursday at 3 :30. If 
you have any suggestions or ideas 
concerning All-State or if I can be 
of help to you please write me at 
378 Calle Loma Norte, Santa Fe 
87501 or call 982-5244 (office) or 
988-4151 (home). 
Priscilla B. Zimmermann 
ON TO MIAMI FOR THE 
NATIONAL CONVENTION, 
April 9-12, 1980 
Donald W. Dillon, the new ex-
ecutive director of MENC, who 
replaced A. Theodore Tellstrom, 
who retired last spring, and Gene 
Morlan, Director of Professional 
Programs for MENC, report an 
exciting list of activities for the 
National Convention. See the 
Music Educators Journal for a 
complete report. 
If you plan to attend, please let 
me know when I see you at All-
S ta te in January. We will cer-
tainly have time for a couple 
"cups" on the beach. 
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CHORAL VEEP COLUMN 
All State is almost here and 
trust that you were pleased wi 
the results of the auditions a 
have your students well prepar 
to make this year's choirs the be 
ever. 
I would like to thank t 
Vocal Audition team members f 
a grueling week in which All-Sta 
Choir members were chose 
Thanks also to the audition cent 
chairmen and all who helped 
make the auditions run smoothl 
Let me urge each of you 
attend the clinics and luncheo 
during the convention. One clin 
has been added since the la 
issue of this magazine-Mr. Jo 
Clark from UNM will present 
ideas on Show Choir and Chor 
ography. This is a field that 
really beginning to open up n 
avenues in choral singing, and 
know that we can all profit fro 
this session. 
If you have any recommend 
tions as to clinicians for ne 
year's All-State Choirs plea 
bring their names, addresses, a 
phone numbers to the Choral S 
tion Meeting. 
If you have any suggestions 
ideas concerning All-State, or 
I can be of any help to you, plea 
write me at: 
1816 Glenarm Drive 
Clovis, N,M. 88101 
or call: 762-3745 (office) 
or 762-0479 (home) 
Wayne Anderson 
THIRTY-SIXTH NEW MEXICO 
MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION 
INSERVICE CONFERENCE and 
ALL-ST ATE MUSIC FESTIVAL 
FINE ARTS CENTER 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT: HOST 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 
JANUARY 9, 10, 11, 12, 1980 
f\N UARY 9, WEDNESDAY: 7:30 p.m. 
NMMEA BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Presiding: Donald M. Hardisty, President 
Green Room, Fine Arts Center, UNM 
DIRECTORS SCHEDULE 
f\N UARY 10, THURSDAY 
1:30 am REGISTRATIO : Harriet Heltman 
in Charge __________________ FOYER FAC 
Directors pick up official programs for stu-
dents registered by mail. All teachers and 
others not registered may do so at this time. 
Admission to all events and clinics will be 
by registration tag only. 
DOORS WILL BE CHECKED! 
1·30 am CHAIR PLACEME T AUDITION TEAMS 
AND MONITORS MEETING: 
BAND: Presiding: Sam Pemberton B120 FAC 
CHORUS: Presiding: Wayne 
Anderson ______________________ Bl17 FAC 
ORCHESTRA: Presiding Mary 
Helen Klare ____________________ 1111 FAC 
1:30 am VISIT THE EXHIBITS ______ FOYER FAC 
Open 8:30 am to 5:00 pm 
1: 30 am ELEME TARY & JUNIOR HIGH 
MUSIC A D YOUNG 
CHILDRE ______________ 231 A-D MU 
Clinician: Dr. Barbara Andress, Arizona 
State University 
Presiding: Nancy Soltero 
Assistants: Marilyn Everett. Marsha Miller 
1: 30 am CHORAL ____________ Pronto Room, NMU 
SWING CHOIR AND CHOTIEOGRAPHY 
Clinician: John Clark 
Presiding: Sheldon Kalberg 
Assistnnt: Marjorie Pena 
1: 30 am ELEMENTARY ------------- 231 A-D NMU 
MUSIC AND THE SELF IMAGE 
Clinician: Dr. Barbara Andress 
Presiding: Nancy Soltero 
Assistants: Eleanor McKinney, Karen 
Pemberton, Martha Umphrey 
1: 30 am COLLEGE - UNIVERSITY ______ 1108 FAC 
MUSIC EDUCATION IN A 
WORLD CONTEXT, Part I ____ 1108 FAC 
Lecture / Discussion: Dr. Ricardo D. Trimillos 
University of Hawaii at Nanoa 
Presiding: Harold Van Winkle 
1:30 am BAND ____________________ THEATER NMU 
CORP ST.YLE PERCUSSION 
Clinician: Bob Kalkofen 
Presiding: Nick Luchetti 
Assistant: Sam Pemberton 
Noon LUNCHEON ------------------ CARRARO'S 
108 Vassar SE 
Luncheon with Guest Conductors 
Chairman: Wayne Anderson 
:00 pm VISIT TlIE EXHIBITS - - -
:00 pm PERCUSSIVE ARTS SOCIETY __ 2018 F AC 
New Mexico Chapter 
Presiding: Nick Luchetti 
Assistant: ___________ _ 
-7-
I :00 pm STUDENT MENC CHAPTER 
MEETING ----------------------- 1111 FAC 
Presiding: Dr. William Tiesze 
I :30 pm ELEMENT ARY & JUNIOR HIGH 
MUSICAL LEARNINGS AT THE 
JHS LEVEL __ ________ ____ 231 A-D NMU 
Clinician: Barbara Andress 
Presiding: Nancy Soltero 
Assistants: Cathy Gilstrap, Sam Jamison, 
Ginger Hirt 
1 :30 pm COLLEGE / UNIVERSITY 
THE PRESENT and FUTURE 
of ELECTRONIC MUSIC ________ 1108 FAC 
Lecture - Demonstration - Concert 
Clinician: Dr. Warner Hutchison 
Assisted by: Jon Wacker 
1:30 pm BAND --------------------------- 2018 FAC 
CLARINET CLINIC 
Clinician: David Shifrin, University of 
Michigan 
Sponsored by Bob Farley Music Co. , 
and the Selmer Company 
Presiding: Bob Farley 
Assistants: Sam Pemberton, Jim Stearns, 
John Conlon 
1 :30 pm CHORAL -- SIGHTREADING 
LITERATURE & TEACHING 
TECHNIQUES ____________ THEATER NMU 
Panel: Linda Lopez, Don Thorp, Bob Brown 
Presiding: Charles Rives 
ssistants: Ed Foley, John Peed 
1 :30 pm ORCHESTRA - TEACHING RHYTHM 
IN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL BAND 
AND ORCHESTRA ___ Pronto Room NMU 
Performing Group: Madison Middle School 
Chamber Players 
Clinician: Vincent Kole 
Presiding: Mary Helen Klare 
ssistant: Susan Mathias 
:1:00 pm GENERAL-NMMEA SECTION MEETINGS 
BAND -------------------------- 2018 FAC 
Sam Pemberton, Vice President 
Assistants: Keith Ralls, David Allen, 
Ralph Montes 
CHOnus ----------------------- 2100 FAC 
Wayne Anderson, Vice Presilent 
Assistants: Sophia Sanchez, Mark Scholz 
ORCHESTRA ____________________ 1111 FAC 
Mary Helen Klare, Vice President 
Assistant: Don Beene 
ELEM. - JI-IS -------------- 231 A-D NMU 
Priscilla Zimmerman, Vice President 
Assistants: Mrs . Jim Elyce Wade, 
Gay Weiss 
COL. - UNIV. ___________________ 1108 FAC 
Harold Van Winkle, Vice President 
Assistant: Don Hardisty 
4:15 pm A S T A ------------------------ 1111 FAC 
Presiding: Mary Helen Klare 
5:00 pm STUDENT DINNER TIME 
8:00 pm CONCERT ______________________ POPEJOY 
HONOR CONCERT FOR ALL 
STUDENTS AND DIRECTORS 
Presiding: Donald M. Hardisty, President 
Performing: Clovis High School Concert 
Choir-Wayne Anderson, Director 
Performing: Eldorado High School Sym-
phony Orchestra-Kim Thompson, Director 
Presiding: Mary Helen Klare 
Performing: Alamogordo High School Sym-
phonic Band-Jim Young, Director 
Presiding: Sam Pemberton 
Assistants: John Bealmear, Sam Jamison , 
Carl Kloosterman, Roger Woodle 
(Continued on Page 8) 
DIRECTORS SCHEDULE ... 
(Continued from Page 7) 
JANUARY 11, FRIDAY 
8:30 am ELEMENTARY - J.H. _____ 231 A-D NMU 
ORFF SCHULWERK: MUSIC FOR ALL 
Clinician: Brigitte Warner 
Presiding: Mildred Greeson 
Assistants: Marge Agnew, Judith Freund 
8:30 am CHORAL ----------------------- 2018 FAC 
CONTEMPORARY CHORAL STYLE 
AND MA TE RIALS 
Clinician: Dr. Guy B. Webb, NMSU 
Presiding: Marylinda Gutierrez 
Assistants: Clark McLean, Ninette Hobbs 
8:30 am N A J E _______________ Pronto Room, NMU 
READING SESSION 
Presiding: Jeff Piper 
9:00 am COL. - UNIV. ------------------- 1111 FAC 
MUSIC EDUCATION IN A WORLD 
CONTEXT, PART II 
Lecture/Demonstration: Dr. Ricardo Trimillos 
Presiding: Harold Van Winkle 
10:30 am BAND _________ ----- - ----------- B120 FAC 
EAR TRAINING FOR BAND 
Clinician: Dale Kennedy, Sponsor: Shawnee 
Press 
Performing: Grant Middle School Band 
Kay Zahm, Director 
Presiding: Jack Gittings 
Assistants: Tom Martin, Ray Bell 
10:30 am ELEMENTARY & JR. HIGH _ 250 A-D NMU 
REACHING THE SPECIAL LEARNERS 
THROUGH MUSIC 
Clinician: Janet Bailey, Silver Burdett 
Presiding: Jeanne Hook 
Assistants: Ann Bender, Kathleen McVicker 
10:30 am ELEMENTARY & JR. HIGH _ 231 A-D NMU 
ORFF SCHULWERK: MUSIC FOR ALL 
Clinician: Brigitte Warner 
Presiding: Mildred Greeson 
Assistants: Audrey Carter, Marcia Walrath 
10 :30 am ORCHESTRA ---- - -- -- - - - -- -- - - -- 1108 FAC 
HOW TO BUY A VIOLIN 
Clinician: Don Robertson 
Presiding: Tom Weber 
Assistant: Art Sheinberg 
10:30 am CHORAL ----- - --------------- - - 1111 F AC 
CHORAL LITERATURE EXCHANGE 
Sponsored by ACDA 
Presiding: Jerry Ewing 
Assistants: Bob Brown, Eleanor Brown 
10:30 am COLLEGE - UNIVERSITY ______ 2100 FAC 
RECRUITING COLLEGE - UNIVERSITY 
MUSIC MAJORS IN THE 1980's 
Panel Discussion by Distinguished C/U 
Professors and Administrators 
Moderator: Dr. Donald M. Hardisty 
12 Noon LUNCHEON __________________ CARRARO'S 
ACDA LUNCHEON WITH GUEST 
CONDUCTORS 108 Vassar SE 
Presiding: Jerry Ewing 
Assistants: Bob Brown, Eleanor Brown 
LUNCHEON ---------------------- 253 NMU 
PHI BETA MU LUNCHEON 
Presiding: Art Dempsey 
LUNCHEON __________________ 231 E NMU 
MENC STUDENT CHAPTER 
Guest Speaker: Donald L. Corbett , 
Wichita State University 
LUNCHEON - NEW MEXICO CHAPTER, 
AMERICAN ORFF SCHULWERK 
1:00 pm VISIT THE EXHIBITS 
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1:15 pm CHOTIAL ________ ______ Pronto Room Nl\Il 
CHORAL READL G SESSION 
Clinician : Jack Gittings 
Presiding: Joe Keith 
Assistants: Danny Hanson , Ben Canfield 
1:30 pm COLLEGE - U IVERSITY _______ 2018 FAC 
THE AESTHETICS OF J PA N ESE l\IUSIC 
Lecture Demonstration: Dr . Ric cl rclo Trimillo! 
Presiding: Dr. Don Hardisty 
1:30 pm ELEME TARY & JR. HIGH _ 231 A-D Ml 
ORFF SCHULWERK: MUSIC FOR ALL 
Clinician : Brigitte Warner 
Presiding: Mildred Greeson 
Assistants : Ruby McGarrh . Kay :\liller 
1:30 pm N A J E ____ _____ _______________ 2100 FAC 
BUSI ESS MEETING 
Performing Group: MSU Jnzz Ensemble 
Clinician: Sam Trimble 
Presiding: Jeff Piper 
3:30 pm GENERAL ___ __ _____ ____ THEATER i\1 
NMMEA GENERAL MEMBERSHIP 
A UAL MEET! G 
Guest Speaker: ______ _ 
Presiding: Donald M . Hardisty. President 
Assistants: Win Christian , Don Thorp 
5:00 pm EXECUTIVE _____ __ ______ _ GREE ROO 
NMMEA EXECUTIVE COM. MEETING 
Presiding: Don M. Hardisty, President 
5:00 pm STUDENT DI ER TIME 
6:45 pm COLLEGE - UNIVERSITY _______ 1111 FA 
CHARLESIVES:VIOLI SONATAS 
Lecture / Recital: Dr. Marianni Gnbbi. ;\TSU 
Accompanist: Audrey B . Brown 
Presiding: Harold Van Winkle 
6:45 pm ELEMENTARY & JR. HIGH Bll7 F 
READI G SESSION 
Clinicinn: Jack Gittings , Sha v,rnee Press 
Presiding: Ninette Hobbs 
Assistants : Bea Hunter , Tim Dooley 
6:45 pm BA D ------ - ------------- B120 FA 
BA D READI G SESSION 
Clinician: Dale Kenned) 
Presiding: Joe Keith 
Assistants: James Barnclrd , I3ob Ieyers, 
Kittie Huey 
8:30 pm BRASS ______ _________ RODEY THEATE 
BRASS PRESENTATION AND CLINIC 
All Brass Students and Directors Attend 
Performing: ew Mexico State University 
Jazz Ensemble 
Clinician: Sam Trimble 
Presiding: Ray Bell 
Assistants: Frank Anderson , Bill Carden 
8:30 pm CHORAL - ------ - - - --- --- - - ----- POPEJO 
VOCAL PRESE T ATIO AND CLI IC 
All Vocal Students and Directors Attend 
Performing: Eastern New Mexico University 
Concert Choir 
Clinician: Dr. Gregory K. Lyne 
Presiding: Wayne Anderson 
Assistants: Lisa Mellor , Don Thorp 
8:30 pm ORCHESTRA ---- -- ------ - KELLER HAL 
STRI G PRESE T ATIO A D CLI IC 
All String Students and Orchestra Directors 
Attend 
Performing. The Seraphin Trio , UNM 
Leonard Felberg, Joanna de Keyser . 
George Robert 
Presiding: Mary Helen Klare 
Assistants : Tom Weber , Cathy Nichols 
8:30 pm PERCUSSIO ------------------ B120 F 
(Continued on Page 10) 
LARE-
(Continued from Page 5) 
Thursday and Friday don't over-
ok the rehearsals. Plan to at-
nd at least one and certainly 
ore if you have the time. I learn 
o much from sitting through 
ese All-State Orchestra rehears-
ls in their entirety. 
Saturday brings the whole All-
tate Festival to an exciting cli-
ax in the morning and afternoon 
oncerts performed by our All-
tate groups. No one can deny 
e wonderful feeling-sometimes 
arallel to none-of having work-
d so hard and long toward a 
ertain goal and then to finally 
e it come to fruition. On Satur-
ay we all share this feeling di-
ectly or indirectly with the 
oung people and their clinicians 
p on the stage. 
If there are still questions in 
our minds regarding All-State 
rchestra selections, check the 
box" with listed programs for 
ach orchestra in this issue. Please 
ake note of the following con-
rning one of the Concert Orches-
a selections: the third Folk song 
"Plaintive Song"-in the "Eight 
ussian Folk Songs," op. 58 by 
iadov will not be performed. 
acet that one. Continuing on the 
bj ect of selections and the 
rchestras, I urge you to please 
ake sure your students are well 
repared for All-State in January. 
his is so important! It was so 
ood, last year, to hear comments 
f praise along these lines from 
veral interested observers at 
hearsals and especially from one 
the orchestra clinicians. They 
1 ·were impressed by the 
orough preparation of some of 
e orchestra students. 
Before closing I'd like to men-
on that it has been wonderful 
earing from sev.eral of you via 
e mail or telephone. I'm very 
ad you have felt free to contact 
e either to ask questions or to 
ake a comment. Please keep up 
is communication. 
f 
Also, thanks so much to so many 
you who have kindly agreed to 
lp in one way or another in 
nuary. 
Musically yours. 
Mary Helen F. Klare 
JOHN AUDINO TONY SCODWELL 
LEE LOUGHNANE WM. VACCHIANO 
"PEEWEE" ERWIN JIMMY 8 bb H . 
McPARTLAND O Y emot 
THE Top Brass T;~e:,;:~clinician 
JIM CULLUM , JR. FREDDIE HUBBARD 
MOE SNYDER BILLY 
BUTTERFIELD 
I 
• • 10 mus1e 
A MUST 
FOR SERIOUS STUDENTS 
ARTISTS who make their living with a 
horn look to GETZEN for the tops in brass . 
So do students who are serious about their 
music. Shown are a few of the "pros" who 
depend on Getzen to deliver all of the 
sound when and how they want it. Like 
Bobby Herriot-who plays the Getzen 
Eterna Trumpet, Fluegelhorn, and Piccolo 
Trumpet with the Canadian Broadcasting 
Company-they won't tolerate any horn 
but the best. They can ' t afford to! And top 
band directors recommend Getzen for 
YANK LAWSON KNUD HOVALDT finer, more balanced performance and 
CAROLE 
REINHART 
sound. Why not try a Getzen at your deal-
er's now? 
ETERNA 
Trumpet preferred 
by Bobby Herriot 
and available to you! 
GET.ZEN THE COMPLETE AND ORIGINAL GETZEN FAMILY OF FINE BRASSES Elkhorn, Wisconsin 531 21 
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DIRECTORS SCHEDULE ... 
(Continued from Page 9) 
PERCUSSION PRESENTATION 
AND CLINIC 
All Percussion Students and Directors Attend 
Clinician: Charles Dowd 
Presiding: Nick Luchetti 
Assistants: Dan Flores, Ed White, 
John Schutz, Gordon Hart 
8:30 pm WOODWIND ------------------- Bll 7 FAC 
WOODWIND PRESENTATION & CLINIC 
Performing: New Mexico State University 
Woodwind Ensemble 
Clinician: Dr. Charles West 
Presiding: Donald M. Hardisty 
Assistants: Bill Maxey, Ray Tietze, 
Ross Ramsey 
JANUARY 12, SATURDAY 
8:00 am SEE STUDENT SCHEDULE ________ Page 13 
STUDENTS SCHEDULE 
JANUARY 10, THURSDAY 
Audition Rooms Are In The Fine Arts Center. Students 
Will Bring Music and Stand to ALL Sessions. 
NO STANDS WILL BE PROVIDED 
8:00 am SYMPHONIC BAND AUDITIONS WILL BE 
IN THE ROOMS DESIGNATED BELOW: 
Flues, 1st-Steve Baldock ________ ______ 2112 
Flues, 2nd-Bea Hunter ______________ Bl33 
Clar. 1st & Eb-Sylvia Alarcon _______ 2107 
Clar. 2nd-Gordon Hart _______________ 2130 
Clar. 3rd-Jane Buzzard _______________ 2131 
Alto, Bass & 
Contra Bass Clar.-David Allen ______ 2115 
Dbl. Reeds- Kathy Garry ______________ 2101 
Saxophone- Jo Beth Steinhaus ________ 2103 
1st. Car. & Tr.-Jan McDonald ________ B015 
2nd Car . & Tr.-Henry Estrada ________ 2106 
3rd Car. & Tr.-Paul Black ____________ 2123 
F. Horn- Kurt Steinhaus ______ ___ ____ __ 2104 
Trombone-Dick Felts __________________ 2124 
Baritone-Ron McWilliams ____________ Bl34 
Basses-Jackson Reynolds ______________ 2132 
Percussion-Jim Young ________________ Bl20 
8:00 am CHORAL AUDITIONS ARE IN THE FINE 
ARTS CENTER, LOWER FLOOR. THE 
SCHEDULE IS BY COUNTIES. STUDENTS 
SHOULD ARRIVE FIFTEEN MINUTES 
EARLY. 
8:00 am 
8:30 am 
9:00 am 
9:30 am 
10:00 am 
Torrance, Bernalillo, Lea, Eddy 
Chavez, Dona Ana, Otero, Sierra 
DeBaca, Curry, Quay, Union, San Miguel, 
Rio Arriba 
Guadalupe, Harding, Socorro, San Juan, 
McKinley 
Los Alamos, Taos, Mora, Sandoval, Santa Fe 
and others 
CHORUS MEMBERS WILL BE AUDITION-
ED ON PREPARATION OF ALL - STATE 
MUSIC. ALL MUSIC WILL BE SUNG FROM 
MEMORY. THOSE NOT PROPERLY PRE-
PARED WILL NOT BE PERMITTED TO 
PARTICIPATE. UNPREPARED STUDENTS 
WILL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF 
THEIR DIRECTORS. ALL STUDENTS MUST 
RECEIVE A SEATING ASSIGNMENT ON 
THEIR ALL-STATE TAG BEFORE LEAV-
ING THE AUDITORIUM. 
MIXED CHORUS 
Soprano-A. V. Wall ________ ___________ B205 
Soprano-Sheldon Kalberg ____________ B211 
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Soprano-Marylinda Gutierrez ________ _ B213 
Alto-Bob Sheets ______________________ B214 
Alto-Hilliard Cochran ________________ B225 
Alto-Bob Brown _______ ______________ _ B227 
Tenor-Kent orthup _________________ B224 
Tenor-Jerry Ewing ___________________ B230 
Tenor-John 0. Walker ______________ _ B234 
Bass-Mark Scholtz ___________________ B238 
Bass-Charles Rives ___________________ B242 
Bass-Ben Canfield ____________________ B240 
GIRLS ' CHORUS 
Soprano--Lisa Mellor __________________ B255 
Soprano-Linda Lopez _________________ B253 
Soprano-Carl Kloosterman ____________ B247 
Alto-Nikki Shed ______________________ B245 
Alto-Connie Bishop ___________________ B243 
Alto-Don Thorp __________ ____ ________ B239 
8:00 am SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA STRINGS CHAIR 
PLACEMENT AUDITIO . BRING MUSIC 
AND STAND. 
Violins I-Willa Dean Howells 
Marie Robertson ________ 2100 FAC 
Violins II-Sharlyn Taylor , 
Tom Weber ____________ 2018 FAC 
Viola-Cathy Nichols, 
Susan Mathias _____________ 1106 FAC 
Cello-Jean Johnson, Zan Eastes __ 1108 FAC 
String Bass-Doug Davidson , 
Art Sheinberg ________ 1111 FAC 
8:00 am SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA \VII DS AND 
PERCUSSIO CHAIR PLACEMENT & RE-
HEARSAL. IF STUDENTS ARE OT PRE-
PARED, THEY MAY BE ASSIGNED T O 
ANOTHER PART . BRING MUSIC & STAND, 
Woodwinds-Ted Rush ____ KELLER HAL L 
Brasses and Percussion-
Jeffrey Piper _________ RODEY THEATE R 
8:00 am CONCERT BA D ORGA IZATIO 
AND REHEARSALS ____ POPEJOY STAGE 
Guest Conductor: Dan Gibbs, Monahans , T 
Assistants: Dan Flores, Oscnr Mooring, 
Jane Adkinson 
8:00 am CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
REHEARSAL __ EXPERIME TAL THEATE F1 
Guest Conductor: Captain Lowell Graham, 
U.S. Air Force Symphony Orchestrn 
Chairman: Roger Woodle 
Assistant: Donna Herron 
10:00 am SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
REHEARSAL __________ RODEY THEATEr-1 
Guest Conductor: Jacob Avshalomov, 
Portland Youth Symphony 
Chairman: Jim Bonnell 
Assistant: Ron Teare 
10:00 am SYMPI-IO TIC BA TD 
REHEARSA.L -------------------- Bl20 FAC 
Guest Conductor: Dr. Richard Strange , 
Arizona State University, Tempe 
Chairman: John Schutz 
Co-Chairman: Eel White 
Assistants: Ron Fuss, Jim Stearns. 
Tom Kelly , Don Gearhart 
10:00 am CONCERT ORCHESTRA STRI GS CHAID 
PLACEMENT AUDITION. SEE SCHEDUL 
OF ASSIGNED ROOMS WHERE THE SYM 
PHONY ORCHESTRA STRI GS AUDI 
TIO ED. BRING MUSIC A D STAND. 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA WI DS AND PER 
CUSSIO CHAIR PLACEMENT A D R, 
HEARSAL. IF STUDENTS ARE U PR, 
PARED, THEY MAY BE ASSIG ED T 
A OTHER PART. BRING MUSIC & STAN 
\Vooclwincls: Win Christian _____________ TB 
(Continued Next Page) 
STUDENTS SCHEDULE .. . 
(Continued ... ) 
Brasses and Percussion: 
Ron Fuss ____ EXPERIMENTAL THEATER 
10:00 am CONCERT BAND AUDITIONS FOR CHAIR 
PLACEMENT WILL BE IN THE ROOMS 
DESIGN A TED FOR THE SYMPHONIC 
BAND AUDITIONS. BRING MUSIC AND 
STAND. PERCUSSION WILL REMAIN ON 
POPEJOY STAGE. 
10:45 am MIXED CHORUS 
REHEARSAL -------- --- -- KELLER HALL 
Guest Conductor: Rodney Eichenberger, 
U.S.C., Los Angeles 
Accompanist: Carol Brashear 
Chairman: Roney Wood 
Assistants: Jim Barber, Jacque Ransdell 
10:45 am GIRLS CHORUS REHEARSAL ___ Bll7 FAC 
Guest Conductor: Hugh Sanders, Western St. 
University 
Accompanist: Marian Ruth Martin 
Chairman: Mike Cocke 
Assistants: Lisa Mellor, Trudy Anderson 
12 NOON STUDENT LUNCH TIME 
1:30 pm CONCERT BAND 
REHEARSAL ---------- POPEJOY STAGE 
Assistants: Larry Case, Mario Cordova 
1 :30 pm SYMPHONIC BAND 
REHEARSAL -------------------- B120 FAC 
Assistants: Mike Higgins, Diantha Swoboda , 
Robert Felix 
1 :30 pm MIXED CHORUS 
REHEARSAL -- -- --------- KELLER HALL 
Assistants: Nikki Shed, Dennis McFarling 
1:30 pm GIRLS CHORUS REHEARSAL ___ Bl17 FAC 
Assistants: Hillard Cochran, Kim Ingram 
1 :30 pm SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
REHEARSAL -------- -- RODEY THEATER 
Assistant: David Huey 
RIEDLING 
l :30 pm CO CERT ORCHESTRA 
REHEARSAL _ EXPERIME TAL THEATER 
Assistant: _____ _ 
5:00 pm CO CERT REHEARSAL : 
HO OR GROUPS _______ POPEJOY STAGE 
(CLOSED) 
5:00 pm STUDE T DINNER TIME 
8:00 pm HONOR CO CERT FOR ALL 
STUDE TS & DIRECTORS ____ POPEJOY 
Presiding: Donald M. Hardisty, President 
Performing : Clovis High School Concert 
Choir , Wayne Anderson. Dir. 
Presiding: John 0. Walker 
Performing: Eldorado High School Symphony 
Orchestra. Kim Thompson , Dir. 
Presiding : Mary Helen Klare 
Performing: Alamogordo High School Sym-
phonic Band, Jim Young. Dir . 
Presiding: Sam Pemberton 
Assistants : John Bealmear, Sam Jamison. 
Carl Kloosterman , Roger Woodle 
~o:o.~:-o:-o.o:-oo.o.o.:-o-0:-0000.v .O.O.O.,")_yJ 
JANUARY 11, FRIDAY 
8:00-9: 15 am 
CONCERT BA1 D 
REHEARSAL ------ -- SOUTH BALLROOM NMU 
Assistants: Luis Delgado , Richard Rand::1220 , 
Doug Hill , Kittie Huey 
10:00-12:00 am 
CONCERT BAND ____ SOUTH BALLROOM N.:\IU 
Assistants: Stuart Fessinger, John Mattern 
1 :30-5:00 pm 
CONCERT BAND ____ SOUTH BALLROOM l\IU 
Assistants: Kenneth Adkins , Oscar Mooring, 
Dick Valenzuela , Owen Bennett 
(Continued on Page 13) 
~, MUSIC COMPANY 
Serving MUSIC EDUCATION in NEW MEXICO through QUALITY and SERVICE 
Complete, dependable, and prompt service in our- Offering Recognized NAME BRANDS 
tf Sheet Music Department Selmer Steinway Pianos 
* Instrumental Music Department Armstrong Wurlitzer Pianos and 
tjand Roth Sohmer 
Orchestra 
i:( Piano and Organ Department 
i:( Service and Repair Department 
i:( Al I Accessories 
i:( Clinics and Workshops Available 
William Lewis Fender Rhodes 
Ludwig 
Slingerland 
Rogers 
RIEDLING MUSIC CO. 
New EX PA N D E D Store 
5314 MENAUL N.E. 
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW EXICO 87110 
Phone 265-5 06 
Organs 
~ the Xusie Xart ine. ~ 
Clluciliona6 c5keeb Music 
cSeeciali.fls 101V More 'lkav 
a.., 0!.,arte,v Cen'lur! 
\l(!JW~ ~~tmlG)[ml~~~ ~rp 
ALL~STATI MUSIC! 
TELEPHONE: 265- 7721 
~ 210 Yale SE, Albuquerque NM 8'7106 ~ 
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TU DENTS SCH EDULE ... 
(Continued from Page 11) 
:00-9:30 am 
SYMPHO IC BAND _________ POPEJOY STAGE 
Assisants: Scott Ramsey, Martha Osterich 
9:30-10:45 am 
SYMPHONIC BAND _________ POPEJOY ST AGE 
Assistants: Jim Barnard, Bob Craig, Bill King, 
Debbie Kmichik 
1 :00-5:00 pm 
SYMPHONIC BAND ____________________ Bl20 FAC 
Assistants: Dennis Schneider, Tom Martin, 
Tom Kelly , Keith Rall 
Bll7 FAC 
Assistants: Mary Ann Chandler 
1:00 am - 12 : 15 pm 
GIRLS CHORUS __________ ____ POPEJOY STAGE 
Assistants: Bob Sheets, Lauren Chilton 
:00-5:00 pm 
GIRLS CHORUS ----------------------- Bll7 FAC 
Assistants: Pat Wheeler, John Yip 
KELLER HALL 
Assistants: Bob Brown, Nikki Shed 
:00-2:15 pm 
MIXED CHORUS _____________ POPEJOY STAGE 
Assistants: Ed Foley, Rebecca Mason 
:00-5:00 pm 
MIXED CHORUS ---------------- KELLER HALL 
Assistants: Wilmoth Chambliss, John Conlon 
ORCHESTRA ___ RODEY THEATER 
Assistants: Cathy ichols, Sharlyn Taylor 
:00-2:00 pm 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTR ___ RODEY THEATER 
Assistants: Don Beene , Ron Fuss 
:30-3 :45 pm 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA ____ POPEJOY STAGE 
Assistants: Art Sheinberg, Shannon Close 
:00-5:00 pm 
SYMl HONY ORCHESTRA ___ RODEY THEATER 
Assistants: Kim Thompson , Thalia Jones 
:00-11 :30 am 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
REHEARSAL ______ EXPERIMENTAL THEATER 
Assistant: Harry Hanson 
:00-3:30 pm 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
REHEARSAL ______ EXPERIMENTAL THEATER 
Assistant: John Cundy 
:00-5: 15 pm 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA POPEJOY STAGE 
STUDENT DINNER TIME 
BRASS ---------------- RODEY THEATER 
BRASS PRESENTATION AND CLINIC 
Performing: New Mexico State University 
Jazz Ensemble 
Clinician: Sam Trimble 
Presiding: Ray Bell 
Assistants : Frank Anderson, Bill Carden 
:30 pm CHORAL ------------- ---- ------ POPEJOY 
VOCAL PRESENTATION AND CLINIC 
All Vocal Students and Directors Attend 
- 1 
Performing: Eastern New Mexico 
University Concert Choir 
Clinician: Dr. Gregory K. Lyne 
Presiding: Wayne Anderson 
Assistants: Lisa Mellor, Don Thorp 
8:30 pm ORCHESTRA _____________ KELLER HALL 
STRING PRESENTATION AND CLINIC 
All String Students and Orchestra Directors 
Attend 
Performing: The Seraphin Trio, UNM 
Presiding: Mary Helen Klare 
Assistants: Tom Weber, Cathy Nichols 
8:30 pm PERCUSSION ------------------ B120 FAC 
PERCUSSION PRESENTATION & CLINIC 
All Percussion Students & Directors Attend 
Clinician: Charles Dowd 
Presiding: Nick Luchetti 
Assistants: Dan Flores, Ed White, 
John Schutz, Gordon Hart 
8:30 pm WOODWIND ------------------- Bl 17 FAC 
WOODWIND PRESENTATION & CLINIC 
All Woodwind Students & Directors Attend 
Performing: New Mexico State 
University Woodwind Ensemble 
Clinician: Dr. Charles West 
Presiding: Don Hardisty 
Assistants: Bill Maxey, Ray Tietze, 
Ross Ramsey 
DIRECTORS & STUDENTS SCHEDULE 
JANUARY 12, SATURDAY 
7:30-9:30 am 
UNM RECEPTION -------------- GREEN ROOM 
Juice, Coffee & Rol1s 
Alumni and Friends Welcome 
Hosts: Peter Ciurczak, Harold Van Winkle 
8:00-9:00 am 
ALL ALL-STATE GROUPS REPORT TO RE-
HEARSAL AREA FOR WARMUP AND FINAL 
REHEARSAL. 
GIRLS CHORUS ------------- POPEJOY STAGE 
CONCERT 
ORCHESTRA __ EXPERIMENTAL THEATER 
CONCERT BAND ____ SOUTH BALLROOM NMU 
STUDENTS PERFORMING ON THE MORNING 
CONCERT SHOULD BE IN CONCERT DRESS 
AT THIS TIME. 
BAND-Wear Regular School Uniform 
CHORUS-Wear School Choral Uniform or 
Dress 
ORCHESTRA-Wear School Orchestra Uniform 
or Dress 
10:00 am PUBLIC ALL-STATE MUSIC 
FESTIVAL CONCERT ___ POPEJOY HALL 
Presiding: Donald M. Hardisty, President 
GIRLS CHORUS: 
Presiding: Wayne Anderson 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA : 
Presiding: Mary Helen Klare 
CONCERT BAND: 
Presiding: Sam Pemberton 
Assistants: Jim Young, Charles Rives 
Carl Kloosterman, Don Gerheart 
Box Office: Win Christian, Harriet 
Heltman, Mark Scholz, Rick Owens 
REGISTRATION TAGS ADMIT ALL-STATE PARTI-
CIPANTS. TICKETS SOLD TO PUBLIC FOR EACH 
CONCERT. ADULT: S2.50 STUDENT: $1.00 
12: 30 . pm STUDENTS PERFORMING ON THE 
AFTERNOON CONCERT MUST BE IN 
(Continued on Page 14) 
ARTS: The Vital Essence of Education 
By 
DONALD M. HARDISTY 
Professor of Music 
New Mexico State University 
"We can no longer deny our 
young people the opportunities 
for aesthetic and creative expres-
sion because we can't afford these 
luxuries," according to Dr. Rob-
ert H. Klotman, past president of 
the Music Educators National Con-
ference (MENC). Every balanced 
school curriculum should include 
music and the arts. 
Yet, despite reports of the arts 
and culture explosion across the 
country, music and the visual arts 
are in serious trouble in many 
school systems in New Mexico 
and nationwide. 
Serious cutbacks have occurred 
in Detroit, Chicago, New York 
City and in smaller cities around 
the country. At a recent MENC 
National Convention, administra-
tors from large eastern cities 
"cried out" for help. They sought 
support in saving their music pro-
grams from cutbacks or complete 
elimination from the schools. This 
exemplifies the general difficul-
ties of arts programs throughout 
the country. 
In New Mexico, with more than 
50 percent of our school systems 
having fewer than 500 students 
enrolled, we have similar prob-
lems in sustaining the arts in edu-
cation programs. School enroll-
ments are diminishing because of 
natural decreases in births; fed-
eral funding procedures allocate 
monies according to student pop-
ulation. 
Additionally, funds are being 
eroded by inflation and limited by 
economy-minded taxpayers. The 
Arts in Education Act of 1978 au-
thorized $20,000,000 annually for 
arts in elementary schools. But 
only $3,000,000 have been request-
ed by the administration for the 
coming year. 
When funds are allocated based 
on numbers of students - and 
slashed for economic reasons -
the arts suffer. Rather than pro-
viding for a well-rounded curricu-
lum, the money is being first with-
held from the traditionally peri-
pheral subjects of music, art, 
dance and drama. 
Realizing that certain school 
districts have inadequate arts edu-
cation programs, the New Mexico 
State Legislature took some action 
in February 1978. The Board of 
Education was directed to set 
guidelines and to "more explicitly 
specify the minimum standards in 
art, music, dance and drama for 
elementary and s e c o n d a r y 
schools." 
Most secondary schools in the 
state have music and visual art 
teachers. Fewer schools employ 
drama specialists in the junior 
high schools. Dance is sometimes 
taught by the physical education 
teacher in the secondary schools. 
Only a few elementary schools in 
New Mexico employ art, dance 
and drama teachers. 
According to Rollie Hel tman 
New Mexico Department of Edu-
cation music specialist , "No music 
teachers are employed for thE 
1979-1980 school year in Floyd 
Hando Valley, Maxwell, San Jon 
Roy, Mosquero, Encino, Hager 
man, House, Vaughn and Wagar 
Mound because they can't afforc 
them.'' 
In Albuquerque, as in man) 
other cities, the main responsibili· 
ty for elementary music instruc· 
tion lies with the classroom teach· 
ers. Instrumental music instruc 
tion in band and orchestra is of. 
fered by music specialists to al 
elementary students in grades ~ 
and 5. Assistance is given tc 
teachers in grades K-2 via radic 
programs and to grades 3, 4, anc 
5 with television instructiona 
workshops. 
Yet only 12 traveling musi1 
specialists teach at 25 of the 7: 
elementary schools in Albuquer 
que. However, the 12 specialist: 
do reflect a reversal of the trenc 
for cutbacks. Last year, there wer1 
only six specialists at 12 of th1 
72 elementary schools. 
The situation is better in som1 
cities, such as Las Cruces wher, 
seven "traveling" music teacher 
teach in all 16 elementary schools 
In Silver City, three music spe 
cialists and two music aides teacl 
only music in the four elemen 
tary schools. All Silver City ele 
(Continued on Page 17} 
Mario Cordova, Ron Fuss 
Box Office: Win Christian, Harriet Heltman STUDENTS SCHEDU LE ... (Continued from Page 13) 
CONCERT DRESS AND IN THEIR 
REHEARSAL ROOM BY 12:30 P.M. 
MIXED CHORUS. Popejoy Stage 
SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA: Rodey Theater 
SYMPHONIC BAND: B120 FAC 
BAND: Wear Regular School Uniform 
CHORUS: Wear School Choral Uniform 
or Dress· 
ORCHESTRA: Wear School Orchestra 
Uniform or Dress 
1:30 pm PUBLIC ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL 
FINAL CONCERT ______ POPEJOY HALL 
Presiding: Donald M. Hardisty, President 
MIXED CHORUS: 
Presiding: Wayne Anderson 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: 
Presiding: Mary Helen Klare 
SYMPHONIC BAND: 
Presiding: Sam Pemberton 
Assistants: Carl Kloosterman, Phillip Wilson 
- 14-
M. Scholz, R. Owens 
REGISTRATION TAG ADMITS ALL-STATE PART] 
CIPANTS. TICKETS SOLD TO THE PUBLIC FO: 
EACH CONCERT: ADULT: S2.50 STUDENT $1.0 
PARKING PARKING PARKING 
LOT C on the campus of the University of New Me 
ico has been designated as the approved area f ( 
parking vehicles for the NMMEA Music Festival ar 
Conference. Lot C is the lot next to Central Avenu1 
Susses and cars may be parked in LOT D witho1 
penalty. Cars parked in other lots will be tickete( 
Any vehicle parked at a parking meter must pay tr 
appropriate fee. 
................ •.U,,A 
VOCAL GROUPS: April 25-26, 1980 
Junior and Senior High 
Mixed Choir 
Boys Choir 
Girls Choir 
Swing Choir 
* 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL: May 2-3, 1980 
Concert Band 
Orchestra (String or Full) 
* HIGH SCHOOL: May 9-10, 1980 
chedule of Competition: 
Vocal Groups - April 25-26, 1980 
Swing Choirs during evening hours 
unior High Instrumental - May 2-3, 1980 
igh School Instrumental - May 9-10, 1980 
Stage Bands during evening hours 
Marching Bands only Friday evening, May 9 
ARLSBAD MUSIC FESTIVAL 
at H<'nr.v. FcstiL·al Director 
000 West Church Street 
arlsbad, New Mexico 88220 
Concert Band 
Stage Band 
Marching Band 
Orchestras (String or Full) 
A wards and Trophies: 
Trophies will be award ~d to groups judged "Best in 
Class" in each category. 
Plaques will be awarded to groups rated Division I. 
Sweepstakes Trophies will be awarded to the 
best organization in each category, regardless of 
class (Best Junior High Concert Band, Best Mixed 
Choir, etc.) 
CARLSBAD MUSIC FESTIVAL 
Name of School ____________ __.._ ddress _______________ _ 
City _______ _state ________ ~lP---~School Phone ( 
Director ________ ___._ ome Address ________ ~ hone ( 
Indic te Your Organization Below: 
Choral Group (April 25-26, 1980) Junior High School (May 2-3) High School (May 9-10) 
Mixed Choir _____ _ Concert Band _____ _ Concert Band ___ _ 
Boys Choir _____ _ String Orchestra ____ _ Marching Band __ _ 
Girls Choir _____ _ Full Orchestra _____ _ Stage Band ____ _ 
String Band ____ _ 
Full Orchestra ___ _ 
Classification of your group ________ Approxi ate number of participants _____ _ 
List requests for date and time of performance __ _ 
Registration fee of $ 10.00 per organiza ti n m s· 1, m1y this form. 
(/) . . WJU.d 
DISTRICT 1 
SOUTHWEST 
JIM YOUNG 
All-State is drawing near, and 
the NMMEA president, vice-presi-
dents, and Rollie have been work-
ing hard to see that this year's All-
State and convention is an educa-
tional experience; so I hope to see 
all of you there. 
Thanks goes out to Dr. Duane 
Bowen for making the magazine 
financially solvent last year. No 
one knows the difficulties en-
countered in being the editor of 
the State magazine, and the long 
hours involved. Thank You Dr. 
Bowen! 
Music in Our Schools Week will 
be March 9-15 this year. Be sure. 
to send any information to Peggy 
Jordan, P.O. Box 213, Taos, New 
Mexico, 87571, so she may have a 
record. Peggy is the State chair-
man for M.I.O.S.W. 
In place of the Junior High 
School Large Group Vocal Festival 
this year, there will be a Junior 
High School Choral Clinic. The 
clinic will be May 3, at Alameda 
Junior High. Contact Betty Wolle 
for further details regarding the 
clinic. 
Feb. 23 is the Junior High Solo 
and Ensemble Festival this year 
with one very important addition. 
The Las Cruces Music Teachers 
Guild will co-sponsor with the dis-
trict a piano adjudicator. The piano 
section of the festival will be open 
to school students, junior high age 
through 12th grade. The students 
do not have to be enrolled in a 
band, orchestra, or chorus to par-
ticipate, so pass the word to all the 
piano teachers in your area. 
I hope everyone in the district 
can make it to All-State this year, 
but if you can't, I'll see you at the 
spring meeting on May 17, at 
10:00, Chaparral Junior High in 
Alamogordo. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Jim Young 
DISTRICT 2 
SOUTHEAST 
CHARLES RIVES 
The SENMMEA has begun the 
1979-80 school year with many ac-
tivities, festivals and musical 
events on its calendar. A brief list 
of these activities is as follows: 
Nov. 17-Auditions for All-District 
Band 
Nov. 29-Instrumental All-State 
Auditions in Roswell 
Feb. 2-Jr. High Vocal Solo En-
semble, in Roswell (Entry dead-
line - Jan. 9) 
Feb. 16 - Jr. High Instrumental 
Solo - Ensemble Festival, ENMU 
(entry deadline - Jan. 1 7) 
Feb. 23 - High School Sc,lo - En-
semble Festival, GHS - Roswell 
(entry deadline - Jan. 24) 
April 1 - Jr. High Large Group 
Choral Festival, NMJC - Hobbs 
(entry deadline - Mar. 3) 
April 9 & 10 - Jr. High and High 
School Band and Orchestra Fes-
tival - Hobbs (entry deadline -
Mar. 7) 
April 16 - High School Large 
Group Choral Festival, Hobbs 
HS (entry deadline - Mar. 17) 
The district has just revised and 
re-printed it's District Festival 
Manual, and those directors who 
failed to receive one should contact 
John Bealmear, 1601 S. Ave. B in 
Portales, or write to me at Ros-
well High School, 500 W. Hobbs, 
Roswell, N.M. 88201. Congratula-
tions to Clovis High School Chorus 
-16-
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DISTRICT 3 
NORTHWEST 
CARL KLOOSTERMAN 
District Officers: 
Carl D. Kloostermen - Rehoboth 
Christian, President 
Mary Brooks - Gallup High School 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Dan Hanson - Bloomfield High 
School, Vocal Vice President 
James Barnard - Gallup High 
School , Band Vice President 
District = 3 music teachers me 
in Newcomb, N.M., on Sept. 12 fo 
the fall meeting. Many teacher 
are facing cuts in travel allowance 
and we found it necessary to cance 
the High School Honor Concert 
for the following December. W 
also felt that the great expense in 
valved in having the honor cancer 
did not equal the benefits . We ar 
looking for more ways in whic 
the district can benefit more stu 
dents for less cost. 
(Continued on Page 19) 
for being selected the Honor Choi 
at All-State this year. I would en 
courage every member of SENM 
MEA to attend our district meet 
ings and to participate in our di 
trict activities to the fullest exten 
possible. Have a good year and le 
me know if I can be of help to yo 
Respectfully submitted, 
Charles Rives 
ARTS-
(Continued from Page 14) 
mentary children in grades K-6 
participate in music programs 
either in special ensembles or 
through the cooperative efforts of 
elementary classroom teachers. 
It is granted that reading, writ-
ing, and arithmetic are necessary 
for developing practical skills to 
function effectively in today's soc-
iety. But history has shown that 
humanists analyzing life's values 
realize there is something more 
intangible, more elevating to 
man's existence. This energizer is 
contained within the creative arts . 
Plato wrote in "The Republic," 
"Education is music and the fine 
arts is most important because 
rhythm and harmony sink into 
the inmost part of the soul and 
fasten most firmly on it , bringing 
gracefulness to those who are well 
trained. " 
Therapeutic channels of expres-
sion are frequently seen in the 
arts. According to Donald E. 
Michel, in the Journal of the Col-
lege Music Society, " For the most 
part, the effects of music which 
may be utilized by music thera-
pists and their clients derive fr_om 
the uses and effects of music ap-
plied in everyday life and in every 
culture on earth . .. Almost every 
person can respond to music in 
some way, even deaf persons. 
Music therapy does not depend 
upon developed talent or ability 
or skill to be useful as a tool in 
therapy. " 
Recently, I asked a group of 
classroom teachE:rs, who take one 
required course in music, to imag-
ine a world without music. No 
music would be played on tele-
vision; no record or tape players. 
No music in church, school or 
business. No car radio music - a 
complete "ban" on the perform-
ance of music. Incredulity was 
portrayed on their 'faces as they 
realized how music encompasses 
man's daily life. After a brief 
silence, one teacher spoke, "But 
- they could not keep me from 
singing to myself!" 
The manifestation of cultural 
awareness is best introduced early 
in the child's life in the elemen-
ta ry schools where, sadly, we see 
inadequate numbers of music, art, 
drama and dance specialists. Here, 
too, we are witnessing the most 
serious cutbacks. Many classroom 
teachers , even though they may 
be extremely interested in the 
arts, often feel inadequately pre-
pared to teach these skill courses 
in the arts. 
Still , when classroom teachers 
are receptive and have time, they 
find a productive correlation be-
tween the arts and other subjects. 
The chronological g row th of 
America from the pilgrims until 
today's probing of outer space 
show the correlations between 
music and history. Examples of 
music bring the historical periods 
to life and develop an apprecia-
tion for the arts. 
Studying the flag can be en-
hanced for students by learning 
the story of Frances Scott Key's 
life and writing of the "Star Span-
gled Banner." And "The Gettys-
burg Address" takes on new 
meaning when narrated in "A 
Lincoln Portrait," composed by 
Aaron Copeland. Even examples 
of modern "protest" songs c a n 
show the close relationship of 
music with social and historical 
events. 
It is not difficult to teach the 
fin arts as related subjects. In 
the Impressionistic Period, many 
musicians, artists and poets creat-
ed scenes of nature through 
sound, light and word meanings. 
Students can listen to Debussy's 
" La Mer" (The Sea) , read the 
poetic nature settings of Baude-
laire and Malarme, and view the 
paintings of outdoor scenes of 
Claude Monet. 
Oscar Wilde understood th i s 
vital role of the arts when he 
wrote: "This devotion to beauty 
and to the creation of beautiful 
things is the test of all great civi-
lized nations .. . Art is what makes 
the life of the whole race immor-
tal ... We spend out days , each 
one of us, in looking for the secret 
to life. Well, the secret is in art." 
Through simultaneous contacts 
with the arts, the impact on the 
senses and learning is much great-
er. Students develop a keener, 
more zealous quest for knowledge. 
(Continued on Page 19) 
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
Records 
from your 
tapes 
as easy as 
R·P·C 
~fjlJ) 
5:B 
Cassettes Too I 
Your own programs ... faith -
fully reproduced on the finest 
qua I ity records or cassettes. In 
a huge selection of exclusive 
RPC album cover designs, con -
temporary or traditional, with 
personalized imprinting both 
front and rear, and shrink -
packaged for the last word in 
sales appeal. 
Simply send your own record -
ed tapes directly to R PC and 
its skilled sound engineers. 
Your completed records will be 
shipped to you in just 21 days. 
You get the highest profession -
al quality, the fastest delivery, 
and the lowest possible cost 
when you deal directly with 
R PC- the oldest and most ex -
perienced company of its kind, 
serving more than 10,000 
schools and performing groups 
since 1948. 
Send for free "how to" literature. 
IRFCIOI 
RECORDED PUBLICATIONS CO. 
1579 Pi erce Avenue 
Camd en , NJ 08105 • (609) 963-3000 
The sax revolution. 
Presenting the first feel-alike Alto and Soprano 
saxophones ever. 
The Yamaha YAS-62 P Alto and YSS-62 B1, 
Soprano saxophones. Six years in the designing and 
prototype stages yielded some radical results. 
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We started by completely re-working our Alto 
model. Concentrating on the tone, response and 
intonation, we improved the position and design 
of the tone holes, as well as redesigning the neck, 
bore and bore taper. 
Next, we focused on feel. Larger key pearls 
were specified for a more secure touch. There's 
a low tone duster on low Ctt , Band B 1, for 
easier response on low notes. And key 
positions, mechanisms and weight balances 
have been redesigned and restructured for 
maximum playing comf art. 
Finally, we took all the technological 
and concept advances made on our Alto 
model and applied them to our 
Soprano. The same posi-
tioning of the keys, a 
saxophone-first, 
makes for easier 
doubling and inter-
changing. And the overall 
sound and feel of these 
instruments make them the 
kind of ultimate saxophones 
you'd expect from us. 
We've responded to 
the professional sax-
ophonist's requests. You 
must see, try and hear to 
believe it. At your 
Yamaha dealer now 
evAMAHA 
MORE DISTRICT PRESIDENTS ... 
DISTRICT 7 
ALBUQUERQUE 
RON FUSS 
Greetings: 
By now you are all in the thick 
of it and I hope your plans include 
goals and targets larger than to-
day. I am looking forward to All-
State as I am sure you are. I hope 
your calendar includes some other 
activities outside your own im-
mediate environment so as to 
stimulate growth. 
We in District 7 are proud of 
our growth in all sections. We 
wish to share ours and participate 
in yours whenever possible. Please 
check the special note, at the end 
ARTS-
(Continued from Page 17) 
This eventually leads to an active 
search for beauty and an aesthetic 
appreciation of life . 
When properly taught on a reg-
ular basis at all levels of instruc-
tion, the arts have the power to 
positively change and direct hu-
man lives. As such, they then be-
come one of the strongest and 
most valuable forces in today's 
education. In the words of Robert 
Klotman, the arts ''. . . are not 
luxuries; they are BASIC in the 
development of human beings." 
Article reprinted with the permission of 
the New Mexico Humanities Council, 
Neva Harden, Chairman, Newspaper 
Committee. 
of my comments, from the choral 
section. 
Have a good year and we will 
see you at All-State. 
As Always , 
R. J. Fuss 
CHORAL SECTION 
The 1979-80 Swing Choir Fes-
tival will be held Friday night 
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. for Directors and 
Saturday all day for the Choirs. 
This .year's clinicians will be Dawn 
Troyer (choreographer) from Wau-
sau, Wisc. , and John Clark (choral) 
U.N.M. The cost per student will 
be $1.50. If a director wishes to 
attend Friday night 's workshop 
only, a $5 .00 fee will be collected 
at the door. All directors with 
groups participating in Saturday 's 
clinic will not have to pay the 
$5.00 fee. The directors in Friday 
nights workshop should bring and 
know, "Both Sides Now" (SATB " 
and " Ease on Down the Road) 
(SATB). The clinic will be held at 
Albuquerque High School so I 
hope to see you all there . The 
clinic is a District VII , ACDA co-
sponsored event. First come, first 
to sing. 
Sincerely, 
M. Scholz 
For more info. call : 
Home 898-4390 
School 897-0110 , ext. 229 
KLOOSTERMAN-
(Continued from Page 16) 
Our Junior High Honor concert 
was held on November 8 in Gallup 
and it was a thrilling experience. 
The District Marching Band 
Contest was held in Gallup with 
six bands participating with tro-
phies going to Gallup High School 
and Aztec and the drum major 
from Farmington. 
District = 3 also sponsored a 
meeting of Elementary music 
teachers. The turn-out was small 
yet we had a very good meeting 
with many ideas exchanged. We 
hope to make the elementary 
meeting an annual event. 
See you at All-State 
Respectfully submitted 
Carl D. Kloosterman 
-1 9-
DISTRICT 4 
NORTH CENTRAL 
DONALD GERHEART 
The North Central District of 
N.M.M.E .A. held its Fall meeting 
on September 23 , 1979 at John F . 
Kennedy Junior High School in 
Espanola. New officers were elect-
ed. They are: President - Don 
Gerheart , Los Alamos ; Vice Presi-
dent - Martha Oestrich, San Juan 
Pueblo ; Secretary - Treasurer 
Peggy Jordan, Taos . 
In add ition to setting up the 
year 's activities. there w as con-
siderable discussion conce rning the 
rising costs of music , instruments 
and other needed supplies and 
equipment compared to the amount 
of money Leing budgeted by many 
of the school systems. Several of 
the music programs in our District 
have not received ample budgets 
to maintain last year 's activities. 
Directors also noted reduced trans-
portation monies which may have 
a negative effect on District spon-
sored events in the near future. 
It is critical that we at least 
meet expenses at all of our District 
events . How much can or should 
we raise student entry fees with-
out overpricing the events for stu-
dents? Hopefully as the year pro-
gresses some solutions to these 
problems will be found. These are 
very important matters to all of us 
at this time. 
The District Large Group - Band 
Division will be hosted by Don 
(Continued on Page 23) 
"Of all our outside projects, our 
composite is the most anticipated 
by our kids. Five composites testify 
to that!" 
Charles Herring, Atlanta H.S. Band, Atlanta, Tx. 
"The first thing anyone does when 
they enter our room is go over to our 
composite. It adds so much to our 
program and keeps it that way!" 
Lou Ann Fugler, Pinetree Jr. High Choir, 
Longview, Tx. 
A UNIQUE, PERMANENT 
RECORD OF YOUR 
ORGANIZATION 
PRINTED ON THE FINEST ... 
KODAK COLOR PAPER 
40RIGINAL 
POSES FOR 
EACH PERSON 
TO KEEP 
Smiley's Photo Inc. 
ALL-STATE COMPOSITE 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
FOR 
TEXAS 
OKLAHOMA 
ARKANSAS 
SIX FLAGS OVER TEXAS 
TR I-ST ATE--0 K LAHOMA 
GREATER S.W. MUSICAL FESTIVAL 
SEA-0-RAMA 
THE FIN 
"Smiley's does back up their pr 
If there is a problem they get right 
without question," 
Dan Gibbs, Monahans H.S. Band, 
Monahans, Tx. 
LOR COMPOSITES 
.ANYWHERE! 
"Making a composite has become such 
tradition in our choral dept. that our 
p choir doesn't even ask that a Smiley's 
presentative come by. In fact, the 
t of the choirs are trying to generate 
ough enthusiasm to have theirs made too!" 
mes L. Queen, Lufkin H.S. Choir, Lufkin, Tx. 
1-800-792-1134 
"Smiley's are easy to work with; if you 
give them the necessary information 
correctly when its due, then you don't 
have to turn a hand at all." 
John Etheredge, Del Valle H.S. Band, Austin, Tx. 
SIZE GIVEN TO THE 
DIRECTOR/SCHOOL 
3455 LOCKE ST. 
"Smiley's professional photography is 
matched by his artistic displays, his desire 
to please and reasonable prices. You can 
feel free to reward! I would highly 
recommend to anyone looking for a 
lasting tribute to their students!" 
Mary Ann Winden, Roosevelt H.S. Choir, 
San Antonio, Tx. 
"Both of our choirs have Smiley 's make 
a composite annually and have done so for 
seven years. We take the big composites 
on all our tours and display them in 
hotels and auditoriums. It sure makes a 
big difference." 
Ted Polk, Turner H.S. Choir, Farmers Branch, Tx. 
"The parents, as well as the kids, are 
absolutely thrilled with our composite. 
In fact, students will feign a reason to 
come where it is displayed and just 
stand and stare!" 
Gary Rosenblatt, Clark H.S. Band, 
San Antonio, Tx. 
IN TEXAS CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-1134 (Aug. 1 to May 31) 
OR LONG DISTANCE CALL A. C. (817) 738-2175 (Call Person/person 
Collect & Leave Name for Call Return) 
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76107 
ALL-ST ATE GUEST CONDUCTORS 
ALL-STATE 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
JACOB AVSHALOMOV 
Jacob A vshalomov was born on 
March 28, 1919 in Tsingtao, China. 
His mother was a San Franciscan; 
his father was Aaron Avshalomov, 
Siberian-born composer, whose 
work is characterized by oriental 
musical material cast in western 
forms and media produced during 
a thirty-year residence in China. 
Naturally enough, the son's 
early musical studies were with 
his father. After graduating from 
British and American schools be-
fore he was fifteen, A vshalomov 
Jr. worked as factory supervisor 
in Tientsin, Shanghai and Peiping 
for four years. During this period 
he was active in many sports and 
held the fancy-diving champion-
ship 9f North China. 
Early in 1937 he came into the 
orbit of his father's activities in 
Shanghai. Here he assisted in the 
preparation of Chinese ballet and 
served an apprenticeship by work-
ing on scores anti parts of his 
father's music. Up to that point 
music had been an avocation; and 
although these activities were in-
terrupted by the Japanese invas-
ion and a stint in a British volun-
teer corp, the commitment to 
music had been made. In Decem-
ber of that year, Avshalomov's 
mother returned to the United 
States for repatriation and with 
her came her immigrant son, re-
solved to devote himself to com-
position. 
A year in Los Angeles brought 
a brief but rewarding contact with 
Ernst Toch. Two years in Port-
land, Oregon - at Reed College, 
in the Junior Symphony, and in 
studies with Jacques Gershkovitch 
- were followed by two years at 
the Eastman School of Music, 
where Bernard Rogers was his 
teacher in composition and Or-
chestration. 
During World War II, Avshalo-
mov was in London, where he con-
ducted Bach's St. John Passion at 
Friends House. At the end of the 
war he held a post on the music 
faculty of Columbia University 
from 1946 to 1954. During this 
period, in addition to teaching, he 
conducted the university chorus 
and orchestra in the United States 
premieres of Bruchner's Mass in 
D, Tippett's A Child of our Time 
and Handel's The Triumph of 
Time and Truth (revived in cele-
bration of Columbia's bicenten-
nial). 
Avshalomov received a Guggen-
heim Fellowship in 1951 , The New 
York Critics Circle Award in 1953 
for his Tom O'Bedlam and the 
Na um burg Recording Award for 
1956. He taught at Tanglewood the 
summer of 1959 and has been 
visiting professor at Reed College, 
The University of Washington, 
and Nmthwestern University. 
Since 1954 he has been conductor 
of the Portland Junior Symphony. 
His work with this orchestra earn-
ed him the Ditson Conductor's 
Award for 1965. 
He has been guest conductor 
with the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corp. in Vancouver, B.C. , The 
Portland Symphony Orchestra and 
many state orchestra festivals. 
With the Portland Junior Sym-
phony he has made three records 
of contemporary music for C.R.I. 
He has been a consultant for the 
Ford Foundation project for com-
posers in public schools; he served 
as chairman of the music commit-
tee for the Portland High School 
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Curriculum study. He was ap-
pointed by President Johnson to 
the National Council on the Hu-
manities. 
Avshalomov will be guest con-
ductor of the 1980 New Mexico 
All - State Symphony Orchestra 
which will perform their grand 
concert, Saturday, January 12, 
1980 at 1 :30 P.M. in Popejoy Hall 
on the University of New Mexico 
Campus. The Concert is open to 
the public. Tickets on sale at the 
door. 
ALL-STATE 
SYMPHONIC BAND 
Richard Eugene Strange, 
f essor of Music and Director o 
Bands, Arizona State Universit 
Tempe, Arizona since 1974 receiv 
ed his Bachelor of Music degre 
from the University of Wichita, hi 
Master of Music Education, Uni 
versity of Colorado, and the Doc 
tor of Musical Arts from Basta 
University. 
He has been Band Directo 
U.S. Army; Band Director Clifto 
High School, Clifton, Kansa 
teaching Fellow, Assistant Ban 
Director Boston University; Assis 
tant Professor of Music Texa 
State College; Director of Band 
West Virginia University, Morga 
town, West Virginia; and Directo 
of Bands, Carnegie-Mellon un· 
versity, Pittsburg, Pennslyvani 
(Continued on Next Page) 
He has been visiting Professor and 
guest Conductor at New York Uni-
versity College, Fredonia; Univer-
sity of Alaska, Fairbanks; Temple 
University, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania; Western State College Gun-
nison, Colorado; and University of 
Oregon, Eugene. 
R. E. Strange is a member of 
the American Bandmasters Asso-
ciation; ASBDA, CBDN A, Kappa 
Kappa Psi, Honorary Life mem-
ber Grand chapter, MENC life 
member, Arizona Band and Or-
chestra Directors Association, life 
member, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, 
life member, Phi Kappa Psi and 
Tau Beta Sigma, Honorary Mem-
ber. 
Strange has published many 
articles covering the band, con-
duting, programming, composition 
and arranging and developing 
aesthetic potential. 
He has soloed and performed 
with many symphony orchestras 
on clarinet, bass clarinet, oboe, 
bassoon and other woodwinds 
from Alaska to California, New 
York, Massachusetts, Kansas, 
Pennsylvania to Arizona. 
He has been guest conductor 
All-State Band and/ or Symphony 
Orchestras in Maine, New York, 
New York City, Pennsylvania, 
New Jersey, Texas, West Virginia, 
Interlachen, Michigan, Berkeley, 
GERHEART-
(Continued from Page 19} 
Gerheart in Los Alamos on Satur-
day, March 1 with the District 
Large Group - Choral Division be-
ing held also in Los Alamos on 
March 8. 
The District Solo and Ensemble 
Festival will be held on Saturday, 
April 19 in Santa Fe. Co-chairmen 
will be Clark Pontsler and Mary 
Linda Gutierrez. 
Our District music teachers have 
a variety of activities scheduled 
fo r the year. In the Spring issue 
some of these act ivities and ack-
nowledgments will be listed. 
In conclusion I would like to 
th ank our Past President, Edward 
Martinez and his other officers fo r 
the good job they did last year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Donald Gerheart 
California, Arizona, North Dakota, 
St. Louis, Missouri, Alabama and 
Iowa. 
Strange was selected one of the 
ten most outstanding Music Di-
rectors in the United States by the 
School Musician Director and 
Teacher Magazine. He will be the 
guest conductor for the New Mex-
ico 1980 All-State Symphonic 
Band during the All-State Music 
Festival. 
There will be a grand finale 
concert presented by the All-State 
Symphonic Band on January 12, 
1980 at 1:30 P.M. in Popejoy Con-
cert Hall in the Fine Arts Center 
on the campus of the University 
of New Mexico. The public is in-
vited, tickets will be available at 
the box office. 
ALL-STATE 
MIXED CHORUS 
RODN EY EICHENBERGER 
Rodney Eichenberger is prof es-
sor of choral music and conductor 
- -- --- -- -- - - - - - --
' 
of the Chamber Singers at t h e 
University of Southern Californ ia . 
Since taking up this post in 1976, 
he has led the Chamber Singers 
in tours in Australia and the west-
ern United States and maintains 
a rigorous performance schedule 
in the Los Angeles area. 
Prior to joining the USC faculty, 
Eichenberger was head of th e 
choral department at the Univer-
sity of Washington in Seattle, 
where he conducted the Univer-
sity Chorale and served as musical 
director and conductor of t h e 
Seattle Chorale, the official choral 
organization of the Seattle Sym-
phony. 
He earned degrees at St. Olaf 
College and the University of 
Denver, with additional study at 
the University of Washington and 
the University of Iowa. He has 
served as a board member of the 
American Choral Directors Asso-
ciation and is a frequent guest 
conductor and lecturer throughout 
the U.S. He has guest conducted 
and lectured extensively in Aus-
tralia and was recently elected a 
Patron of the Australian Intervar-
sity Choral Societies Association. 
Professor Eichenberger will be 
guest conductor for the 1980 New 
Mexico All-State Mixed Chorus 
which will perform their grand 
Concert, Saturday, at 1 :30 P. M. 
January 12, 1980 in Popejoy Con-
cert Hall on the Campus of the 
University of New Mexico. The 
Concert is open to the public with 
tickets available at the door. 
SEE YOU AT 
ALL-STATE 
------------ -----------------ii 
ifstc 1 1 1/o}iLJ) 
Phone (505} 392-7511 • 200 W. Bender • Norte Vista Plaza 
Hobbs, New Mexico 88240 
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MORE GUEST CONDUC'TORS • • • 
ALL-STATE 
CONCERT BAND 
DAN GIBBS 
Dan Gibbs, Director of Mona-
hans, Texas High School Band, has 
been Director of bands in Mona-
hans since 1958. He received his 
Master of Music Education degree 
from North Texas State Univer-
sity in 1958. 
He is a member of the Texas 
Bandmasters Association, Texas 
Music Educators Association, Phi 
Beta Mu and Texas Professional 
Educators Association. 
The Monahans High School 
Band has earned many honors: 
Texas 3-R Honor Band in 1972 
and 1976; Outstanding Band at 
Buccaneer Festival in Corpus 
Christi; Outstanding Band at 
Greater Southwest Music Festival 
in Amarillo; Outstanding March-
ing and Concert Band at Tri-State 
Festival in Enid, Oklahoma; 3-
time winner of Outstanding Band 
Award, Canon City, Colorado 
" Blossom Festival"; Performed on 
national television six times for 
Dallas Cowboys; Performed first 
halftime show in Texas Stadium 
in 1971; Featured on national tele-
vision at the 1978 Cotton Bowl 
Parade and at pre-game and half-
time of the Texas-Notre Dame 
football game; 1st place winner at 
Western States Music Tourna-
ment, La Mesa, California; Winner 
of Gold Award at Californialand 
Music Festival, Anaheim, Calif-
ornia; Consistant winner of U.I.L. 
Sweepstakes award. 
Gibbs will conduct the All-
State Concert Band in their All-
state finale, Saturday, January 
12, 1980 at 10:00 A.M. in Popejoy 
Hall in the Fine Arts Center on 
the University of New Mexico 
campus. The concert is open to 
the public with tickets available 
at the box office. 
ALL-STATE 
CONCERT ORCHESTRA 
LOWELL E. GRAHAM 
Captain Lowell E. Graham, a 
native of Greeley, Colorado, is one 
of the most talented young profes-
sional conductors ever to have en-
tered the U.S. Air Force music 
program. 
His exceptional abilities were 
recognized by Colonel Arnald D. 
Gabriel, Commander and Conduc-
tor of The U.S. Air Force Band 
and Symphony Orchestra in Wash-
ington, D.C. , in less than a year 
after receiving his commission. 
Colonel Gabriel personally invited 
Captain Graham to come to Wash-
ington and assume leadership of 
The Band's string program, which 
provides the nation with its only 
military symphony orchestra, as 
well as the U.S. Air Force String 
Orchestra and Strolling Strings. 
He accepted the position and 
brought with him an extensive 
musical background. 
Captain Graham began studying 
piano when he was eight years 
old, later switching to clarinet. He 
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was principal clarinet w ith the 
Greeley Central High School band 
for four years and graduated from 
that institution in 1966. 
He accepted a scholarship that 
fall to the music school at the Uni-
versity of Northern Colorado in 
Greeley, where he enrolled as a 
clarinet major. It was there that 
he decided his future lay in the 
field of professional conducting, 
studying in this field under Dr. 
Howard Skinner and Mr. Wayman 
Walker. To further prepare him-
self for orchestral conducting, 
Captain Graham studied violin 
with Mr. Don Robinson and was 
a member of the university or-
chestra for three years. While at 
the university he was on the 
Dean's List, a member of Kappa 
Delta Pi, and a member of Kappa 
Kappa Psi, National Band Fra-
ternity. 
Captain Graham received his 
Bachelor of Arts degree in Music 
Education in 1970, and one year 
later earned his Masters degree in 
Performance on the clarinet. 
In 1971, Captain Graham be-
came Director of Bands at Colby 
Community College in Colby, 
Kansas. While there he taught 
theory, harmony and music litera-
ture, as well as conducting t h 
band and wind ensemble. Addit 
ionally, Captain Graham institute 
a jazz program at the college an 
was director of its lab band. 
In 1974 Captain Graham audi 
tioned for the U.S. Air Fore 
Bandleader program and was im-
mediately accepted. His first as 
signment was as Assistant Direc 
tor of the Air Force Band of th 
West at Lackland Air Force Base 
Texas. The offer of the string posi 
tion from Colonel Gabriel brough 
Captain Graham to Washington i 
1975. 
With Dr. Lloyd Geisler as hi 
conducting mentor, Captain Gra 
l,iam received the Doctor of Musi 
cal Arts degree in Orchestral Con 
ducting from The Catholic Uni 
versi ty of America in Washington 
D.C., in 1977. 
Dr. Lowell Graham will be gues 
conductor of the 1980 New Mex 
ico All-State Concert Orchestra 
which will perform their forma 
(Continued on Page 26) 
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1980 Music 
Performance 
Award 
AUDITIONS 
AND MORE CONDUCTORS • • • 
GRAHAM-
(Continued from Page 24) 
concert at the close of the All-
State Music Festival, Saturday, 
J anuary 12, 1980 at 10:00 A.M. in 
Popejoy Hall on the Campus of 
the University of New Mexico. 
ALL-STATE 
GIRLS CHORUS 
Dr. Hugh Sanders was appoint-
ed Director of Choral Activities at 
West Texas State University in 
1970. In addition to conducting 
the University Chorale, he super-
vises the Master's program in 
Choral Music in the Graduate 
School. Through these programs, 
Dr . Sanders has been influential 
in developing many outstanding 
teachers in the choral field today, 
and is devoted to fostering the best 
in choral music in our schools and 
communities. Before coming to 
West Texas State University, Dr. 
Sanders was Director of Choirs 
HUGH SANDERS 
at Thomas Jefferson High School 
in Port Arthur, Texas, and Pampa 
High School in Pampa, Texas. He 
earned both his Bachelor of Music 
degrees at Baylor University and 
D.M.A. from the University of 
Colorado. He has served Texas 
Music Educators Association as 
President , State Vocal Chairman 
and All-State Choir Organizer. He 
has served Music Educators Na-
tional Conference as a member of 
the National Council of State 
Presidents. He is immediate Past-
President of American Choral Di-
rectors Association , Southwest 
Division. 
In 1975, Sanders served as 'Dis-
tinguished Visiting Professor" at 
the University of Southern Calif-
ornia. Faculty research grants 
have made possible study tours to 
Germany and England in order to 
interview choral composers of the 
twentieth century. The informa-
tion gained has been disciminated 
in articles appearing in the Choral 
Journal of the American Choral 
Directors Association. 
As clinician and adjudicator , he 
is in constant demand throughout 
the nation this year in the states 
of Colorado, Kansas , Texas , Neb-
(Continued on Page 27) 
PROFESSIONAL FUND RAISERS 
Post Office Box 547 • Selmer, Tennessee 38375 • Telephone 90 I 645-32 55 
DAVE BUHMAN 
ZONE MANAGER 
1825 CANDLELIGHT DR. 
LAS CRUCES, N.M. 88001 
(505) 522-5676 
• SHORT, WELL-ORGANIZED P ROGRAM 
BRUCE KROKEN 
ZONE MANAGER 
4517 BALI COURT 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87111 
(505) 294-1959 
• QUALI T Y PRODUCT S-PROVEN CO MMUNITY ACCEPTANCE 
• PERSO AL ASSISTANCE-START TO FINISH 
e DELIVERY IN COMPA Y TRUCKS 
• P ROMOTIONAL MONEY 
• NO RISK GUARANTEE 
e AUDI O-VISUAL TRAI ING FOR STUDENT LEADERS 
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I 
ELDORADO HIGH SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Kim Thompson, Director 
ELDORADO ORCHESTRA 
PRESENTS HONORS 
CONCERT 
The Eldorado High School Sym-
phony Orchestra conducted by 
Mr. Kim Thompson will present 
a 30-minute concert on the Honors 
Program Thursday night , January 
10, during the All-State conclave 
in Albuquerque. This will mark 
the first time an individual school 
orchestra has performed on the 
honors concert - the only other 
orchestra to be selected was a 
combined group of several schools 
(Heights Jr. Honor Orchestra). 
The program will include Rosa-
munde Overture, Schubert; Night 
in Mexico, Creston; Synthesis for 
Orchestra, Washburn; White River 
Legend; and El Capitan, Sousa. 
The concert for the convention 
will be the second of its type in 
as many years for the 85-member 
orchestra - last year they were 
one of New Mexico's representa-
SANDERS-
(Continued from Page 26) 
raska, Missouri, Arkansas, New 
Mexico and California. He has 
conducted All-State High School 
Choirs in Nebraska, Arkansas and 
Missouri. 
As well as being Professor and 
Director of Choral Activities, he 
was recently appointed Dean of 
the School of Fine Arts at West 
tives at the MENC regional con-
vention in Colorado Springs. 
The Symphony Orchestra is a 
full part of the curriculum at El-
dorado - students participating 
receive a credit and a grade. Other 
musical organizations include the 
String Orchestra, Chamber Or-
chestra, Wind Ensemble, Eagle 
Concert Band, Golden Concert 
Band, Screamin' Eagles Jazz Band, 
Stage Band II , Concert Choir, Los 
Contadores (Swing Choir), Girls 
Ensemble and Girls Chorus. Mr. 
Thompson is assisted with the 
Symphony Orchestra by Mr. Ron-
ald Lipka, Di:rector of Bands at 
Eldorado and head of the Perform-
ing Arts Department, and Mr. 
Stuart Fessinger, Assistant Direc-
tor of Bands. Other Performing 
Arts faculty members are Mary 
Anne Chandler, assistant choir di-
rector; Paula Baksa, Technical 
Theater director, and Mr. George 
Nason, Director of Theatre. 
Texas State University. 
Dr. Hugh Sanders will be guest 
conductor of the 1980 New Mexico 
All-State Girls Chorus which will 
present its finale concert, Satur-
day, January 12, 1980 at 10:00 a.m. 
in Popejoy Concert Hall on the 
Campus of the University of New 
Mexico. The concert is open to the 
public and tickets are available at 
the door. 
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The 
"Early Bird" 
Incentive 
Just one of many reasons to 
consider Medalist Stanbury 
Many schools order uniforms too 
late to get them for the start of the 
next school year, unless they can 
find a company that will rush their 
order through. We can 't . There's 
just no way to hurry Medalist Stan-
bury's precision hand workmanship . 
INe don't cut corners to get an 
order. Or to get an order out. To 
give you all the quality you're paying 
for, we have to check every seam, 
every buttonhole. It takes careful, 
time-consuming craftsmanship to 
build in durability . 
You help us. INe'II help you. To get 
you to place your order before our 
busiest time, we offer an "Early 
Bird" Incentive . We also help you 
with your planning , so you can make 
your uniform decision earlier. You'll 
have our comprehensive specifica-
tions, uniform planning checklist and 
a professionally illustrated uniform 
design in only seven days . All free . 
Ask your Medalist Stanbury 
sales/ service representative for 
details . 
----------I need 
all the help 
I can get. 
Either of the Medalist Stanbury 
sales/ service representatives 
below can help you make your 
uniform decision sooner and 
more easily than you may have 
thought possible. They can also 
provide specific details on your 
"Early Bird" Incentive. Take 
advantage of their knowledge 
and free planning aids. Call now. 
NO.NM: Bill Smith 
(Area Code 505) 262-1626 
P.O. Box 26717 
Albuquerque, NM 87125 
SO.NM: Paul Retrum 
(Area Code 602) 488-2437 
2166 Indian Rock Rd ., Box 2337 
Carefree , AZ 85377 
I ~~ITTMli ----, 
Stanbury Unifonns 
Industrial Park West• P.O. Box 100 
Brookfield, Missouri 64628 
Telephone (Area Code 816J 258-2246 
ALL-STATE 
BARBARA ANDRESS 
Barbara Andress, professor of 
music education, Arizona State 
University, Tempe, Arizona has 
served as clinician for local, state, 
national and international work-
shops in all facets of elementary 
music education. Her area of 
specialization is music in Early 
Childhood, ages 3-5. The topics 
she most of ten addresses in her 
workshops i n c 1 u de elementary 
general music, choral at Elemen-
tary level, individualized instruc-
tion , Orff-Kodaly, Eclectic ap-
proach to music education. 
The titles for her three work-
shops to be presented at the 1980 
New Mexico All-State Inservice 
Conference will be: Session I: 
Music and Young Children, a new 
look at learning about rhythm. 
Session II: Music and i.he self 
image. Music improvisation which 
provides an opportunity for chil-
dren to contribute something of 
themselves, rather than perform 
imitatively. Session III: Expecting 
Musical Learnings at the Junior 
High School Level, Materials and 
Methods which have a built-in ex-
pectation that the Junior High 
School level is an important time 
for continued learning. 
Barbara Andress is co-author of 
the basic music series: Exploring 
Music published by Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston. She is author of a 
new publication entitled: Music in 
Early Childhood to be published 
CLINICIANS 
in 1980 by Holt, Rinehart, and 
Winston. 
She has served on many commit-
tees for the development of music 
education: Tanglewood Sympos-
ium, Arizona State Music Advis-
ory Board, National Comprehen-
sive Musicianship project, MENC 
Council on Research, Consultant 
to National assessment of instruc-
tion - music, consultant to Edu-
cational Testing Service, faculty 
member on the Arizona Depart-
ment of Instruction "Integrated 
Arts." She was a member of the 
MENC Goals and Objectives Pro-
ject. Her teaching experience in-
cludes: Elementary C 1 ass room 
Teacher, grade 1-2; Elementary 
Vocal Music Grades K-8, Elemen-
tary Instrumental Music grades 4-
8, District Music Supervisor and 
University Music Education Pro-
fessor. 
BRIGETTE WARNER 
Brigitte Warner, a leading pro-
ponent of the Orff-Schulwerk ap-
proach to music education for chil-
dren will present three workshops 
on Friday, January 11, 1980 en-
titled Music for All. 
Ms. Warner became interested 
in the Orff-Schulwerk, "Music for 
Children," while she was a stu-
dent at the Staatliche Hachachule 
Fuer M usik in Muni ch, Germany: 
_At the time there was not a formal 
training in the approach, Dr. Orff 
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and Fran Heetman personally 
helped her and another student to 
start and carry on an Orff-Schul-
werk program in her home town 
of Augsburg. From the start, they 
taught 150 children, and the pro-
gram was an immediate success 
and caused quite a stir. After two 
years of independent teaching, the 
City of Ausburg institutionalized 
their program by making it a part 
of the Albert-Greiner-Singschule, 
under whose auspices it is still 
running today. 
Brigitte Warner teaches music 
at the Key School in Annapolis, 
Maryland where she says she was 
finally able to realize her ideas on 
a systematic teaching sequence of 
"Music for Children" which had 
crystallized over years of teaching 
children. With the full-fledged 
support of the children, their 
parents and school administration, 
she has succeeded in building a 
comprehensive Orff - Schulwerk 
Music Program grade 1-7. Music 
at Key School is now an integral 
part of the school day and is con-
sidered as important a subject as 
any other. 
Brigitte Warner has presented 
numerous demonstrations and lec-
tures with and without children, 
including radio and TV appear-
ances in Annapolis, Baltimore, 
Washington, D.C., and a demon-
stration with children at a sym-
posium at the Kennedy Center in 
Washington, D.C. 
She is a charter member of the 
American Orff-Schulwerk Asso-
ciation and has served in many 
positions of leadership for that 
organization. She has been guest 
lecturer for many workshops. She 
is a member of the American 
Guild of organists, and has served 
as both church organist and choir 
director. She is an accomplished 
musician specializing in Renais-
sance, Baroque, early classical 
music for harpsichord and clavi-
chord. 
New Mexico Music Educators 
who are fortunate to attend Brig-
itte Warner's sessions on Friday, 
January 11 , 1980 are in for a real 
treat. 
SUPPORT OUR 
ADVERT ISERS 
Why instrumental and vocal teachers 
request keyboard programs 
Thanks to new interest on the 
part of vocal and instrumental 
teachers, keyboard programs are 
growing faster than ever in middle 
schools, junior and senior high 
schools. Here are some reasons : 
• Most music teachers agree that 
keyboard experience is the best 
activity for teaching students the 
fundamentals of music . Students 
with keyboard background 
usually elect to join the band, 
orchestra or choir and almost 
always do better as instrumen-
talists or vocalists. 
• By offering a keyboard program, 
music teachers can give their 
most talented students a better 
preparation for college music 
studies. 
• Keyboard programs have 
proved extremely attractive to 
large numbers of students not 
presently involved in regular 
instrumental or vocal programs. 
This expands the total music pro-
gram and involves many more 
students at low per-pupil cost 
resulting in greater accountability 
in the eyes of the administration. 
WuRLiliER" 
Educational Products 
Dept. NM 129 Dekalb, Illinois 6011 5 
• Keyboard involvement at an 
early age normally develops 
into a life-long activity, because 
piano is the most popular of all 
instruments and carries over into 
adult life more than any other. 
Where so many students are 
involved, it makes good sense to 
provide quality instruction. Key-
board may also be extended to 
adults in community education 
programs. 
If you are interested in exploring a 
way to improve your program, 
involve more students and gain 
greater accountability with both 
administrators and taxpayers, 
drop us a line. Your Wurlitzer 
representative is a former pub I ic 
school music educator who can 
bring you valuable case history 
data on keyboard programs in 
actual use in public schools and 
help you design a program 
tailored to your particular needs. 
MORE CLINICIANS 
RICARDO D. TRIMILLOS 
Ricardo D. Trimillos is current-
ly chairman of the Music Depart-
ment at the University of Hawaii 
at Manoa. Full professor with a 
specialization in ethnomusicology, 
his areas of interest include popu-
lar music of America, music of 
Southeast and East Asia, avant 
garde music and the interaction 
of music and society. 
Dr. Trimillos is a native of San 
Jose, California where he studied 
piano with William Erlendsen and 
took masters classes from Adolph 
Baller, then at Montalvo in Sara-
toga. In addition to piano, he also 
studied cello, organ and euphon-
ium. He performed as a young 
piano recitalist throughout t h e 
Western region. As a cellist he 
performed with a number of or-
chestras in the Bay Area. 
His education is international, 
with extended study of music in 
Germany. He attended gymnas-
ium (high school) in the N eckar 
Valley near Heidelberg and re-
turned after graduating from col-
lege in the U.S. to study at the 
University of Cologne and the 
State Music Conservatory at Col-
ogne. This study was supported 
by a Fulbright grant and a J ohn 
Hay Whitney Fellowship. In addi-
tion, he has studied at the Uni-
versity of Amsterdam, University 
of London, and the A teneo de 
Manila. 
His doctorate is from UCLA, his 
• • • 
MA from Hawaii and the East 
West Center, and his BA from San 
Jose State University( Calif.) 
In 1976 he was a visiting lec-
turer in Europe at German-speak-
ing universities. He has also been 
on the staff of the National En-
dowment for the Arts in Wash-
ington, D.C.; he is presently con-
sultant to the Cultural Center of 
the Philippines. This year he will 
be chairing a trinational project on 
music in Asia funded by the IMF. 
Current performance activity 
includes traditional and avant 
garde music for koto, a Japanese 
instrument. A concert tour in 
1978 will take him to California, 
Florida, New York, Austria, Bul-
garia, Poland and Ireland. 
Dr. Trimillos will make two 
presentations on MUSIC EDUCA-
TION IN A WORLD CONTEXT, 
at the NMMEA All-State Inserv-
ice Conference the first at 10 :30 
A.M. January 10 and the second 
at 9:00 A.M. January 11. 
JANET BAILEY 
Ms. Janet Bailey was born in 
Mifflin County in Central Pennsyl-
vania on December 29, 1946. She 
graduated from Kishacoquillas 
High School as an honor student 
in 1964. Ms. Bailey then attended 
West Chester State College, from 
which she graduated in 1968 with 
a B.S. in Music Education. Over 
the following four summers, she 
completed work toward an M.Ed. 
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in Music Education at The Pen-
nsylvania State University. This 
degree was awarded in 1972. 
Ms. Bailey's professional career, 
a total of ten years has been spent 
teaching general :rnd vocal muC:i~ 
in the schools Jf Centra~ D::iuphin 
School Distric"l, Harrisb ', tg, Pa. 
She has had e.xperiencr! at the 
junior high leve1 . and more re-
cently , the eleme:ri.:dry level, 
where , for the last four years. sl1e 
has worked as a cooperating ceach-
er with Lebanon Valley College 
in training student teachers. 
Janet Bailey will present a 
workshop on the utilization of 
Silver Burdett Music Learning 
materials at 10:30 a.m., January 
11, 1980 in the New Mexico Union 
for Elementary and Junior High 
School Music Teachers. 
MARIANNA GABBI 
Dr. Marianna Gabbi is recog-
nized as one of the few talented 
women conductors throughout the 
world. She has guest conducted in 
the United States, Europe and 
Mexico. Dr. Gabbi received her 
early training in Philadelphia at 
the Settlement Music School, and 
with Dr. Jani Szanto at the Phila-
delphia Musical Academy. As a 
recipient of a French Government 
Fellowship, she studied at the 
Ecole Normale de Musique, in 
Paris, where she was awarded a 
Degree of Virtuosity and a 
Licence de Concert. She studied 
violin with Yvonne Astruc and 
Rene Chedecal and participated in 
(Continued on Next Page) 
DON CORBETT TO 
ATTEND ALL-STATE 
Don Corbett, president of the 
SouthwEst Division of MENC, 
plans to attend the 1980 New 
Mexico All-State Conference. Dr. 
Corbett holds the Bachelor and 
Masters degrees from Wichita 
State U iversity and the Doctor-
ate frorr. University of Kansas. 
GABBl-(Continued) ... 
master classes with Georges Enes-
co and :ean Fournier. Ms. Gabbi 
performed extensively throughout 
Europe with the "Classici Quar-
tet" anc:. the "Piccola Academia 
M usicalE. ' ' 
Since returning to the United 
States in 1970, she has earned a 
Master of Music degree with 
highest honors at Southern Metho-
dist University in Dallas, Texas 
and graduated from North Texas 
State in Denton with a Doctor of 
Musical Arts degree in conduct-
ing and violin. In 1972, she was 
elected to Phi Kappa Lambda. 
Ms. Gabbi has been coached 
in conducting by Dr. Richard 
Burgin, Jssistant conductor of the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra and 
Mr. AnsJ el Brusilow, former con-
ductor cf the Dallas Symphony. 
She wm guest conductor and 
violinist in residence at the Amer-
ican Institute of Vocal Studies in 
Graz, A stria in 1973, and con-
ductor of the Mississippi All-State 
Orchestn in 1978. 
Dr. Cabbi's 1979-80 engage-
ments in~lude guest conducting in 
Columbia, South America, Lake-
Before serving Wichita State 
University as Director of Bands 
and Director of the Wind En-
semble and Symphonic Band, he 
taught 16 years in Kansas public 
schools in the areas of Band and 
Choral music. His bands won 
many awards and First Division 
ratings. At present, Dr. Corbett is 
completing the ninth year in the 
Music Education Department at 
Wichita State University. 
As an active member of Kan-
sas Music Educators Association, 
he has served as State President, 
Band Chairman, Hall of Fame 
Chairman, Music Contests Chair-
man, and presently on Govern-
ment Relations Committee. Dr. 
Corbett has also served MENC 
three years as a member of the 
National Committee on Instiuc-
tion and as a participant in the 
Ann Arbor Symposium on the ap-
plications of Psychology to the 
Teaching and Learning of Music. 
NMMEA members are invited 
to get acquainted with Dr. Corbett 
during the All-State Conference. 
wood, Colorado and a return en-
gagement in Monterrey, Mexico. 
She is currently an associate pro-
fessor at New Mexico State Uni-
versity in Las Cruces. 
AUDREY BART BROWN re 
ceived her early training in piano, 
theory and composition from 
Fisher Thompson of Butte, Mon-
tana, and later was awarded a 
teacher certificate from the Uni-
versity of Montana, School of 
Music. 
Mrs. Brown has appeared as 
soloist in recital and with orches-
tra throughout the West Coast. 
One of those rare pianists who is 
a superb concert artist and a very 
sensitive accompanist and chamber 
musician, she is very much in de-
mand as teacher and pianist on 
the NMSU campus. 
Very active as judge and clini-
cian, she recently was judge for 
the American Music Scholarship 
Association International Compe-
tition, Cincinnati, Ohio in June 
1979. 
Dr. Gabbi assisted by Mrs. 
Brown will present a lecture re-
cital, Charles Ives: Violin · Sona-
tas, on Friday, January l 1, 1980 
at 6:45 p.m. in room 1111 FAC. 
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A man and his piano: 
Garrick Ohlsson & B6sendorfer 
Arrangements for Garrick Ohlsson by Harold Shaw. 
Kimball's Bosendorfer is at the fingertips 
of some of the world's greatest pianists. 
The renowned Garrick Ohlsson plays 
the Bosendorfer for its resonance and 
distinctiveness of tone. Kimball's 
Bosendorfer is heard in many of the 
world's most magnificent concert halls, 
like Carnegie, and in many of the most 
venerated music conservatories like 
Vorarlberger Landeskonservatorium. 
Liszt praised the Bosendorfer as the 
ultimate in piano craftsmanship. So did 
Wagner, Brahms and Strauss. Today, 
with over 150 years of piano making 
expertise, Bosendorfer is still the final word in pianos. 
Even today, Kimball's Bosendorfer is handcrafted by 
perfectionists. The lumber is seasoned outdoors from three 
to four years. Each mechanism takes over a year to com-
plete. The bushings, tiny linings in the moving parts, 
are made of squeakless felt-not Teflon. 
Kimball's Bosendorfer is the world's finest piano. If you 
think Bosendorfer is made for you, contact Jim Birk, 
Kimball, 1549 Royal Street, Jasper, Indiana 47546. 
)Osen~offef 
~~ANOS 
The piano that sets the standard of the world. 
A Division of Kimball International, Inc. 
1549 Royal St . Jasper. IN 47546 812/ 482-1600 
UNIVERSITY NEWS 
NMSU NEWS 
Ron Thielman was the Conduc-
tor and Musical Director for the 
All-American Youth Honor Band 
which gave concerts in Italy this 
past summer. He has been named 
as the Conductor for this sum-
mers band which will be perform-
ing in London. This will be the 
third year that he has conducted 
the band. 
He was on the faculty of the 
McNeese State University Sum-
mer Music Camp during July. He 
will be a guest trombone soloist 
and conductor of the Elizabeth-
town College Band of Elizabeth-
town, Pa. in November, and will 
also be doing clinics and guest 
conducting in the Washington, 
D.C. - Maryland area. He will be 
a guest soloist and clinician at the 
Illinois All-State Convention in 
January. 
He has several new pieces for 
band that will be released shortly 
by Bourne Co., and Kjos. New 
works with Bourne include: Over-
ture in Turquoise which was com-
missioned by the Court Symphonic 
Band of Las Cruces, STARBURST 
MARCH which was commissioned 
by San Diego State University, 
and Silk and Satin which w as 
commissioned by Santa Fe High 
School. Soon to be released by 
Kjos is: Senior Cochina a Spanish 
March commissioned by Elizabeth-
town College of Elizabethtown, 
Pennsylvania. 
NMHU NEWS 
Robert Bluestone, assistant pro-
fessor of music at New Mexico 
Highlands University, was select-
ed to spend August in Spain as 
one of 16 performers in the mas-
ter class for classical guitar at 
Santiago de Compostela. 
The four-week summer school 
of music was founded in 1957 by 
the renowned Spanish guitarist 
Andres Segovia. The school also 
offers classes in composition, 
piano, violin, cello, viola, and 
harpsicord. 
Bluestone has been very active 
in music circles in the two years 
he has been at NMHU, perform-
ing concerts throughout New Mex-
ROBERT BLUESTONE-NMHU 
ico and orgamzmg workshops , 
masters classes, and concerts . 
Bluestone was also the first 
foreigner named to the staff of the 
Estudio del Arte Guitarristico in 
Mexico City after having st udied 
under the studio 's director, Man-
uel Lopez Ramos. He has also 
studied under several other classi-. 
sical guitar masters. 
Originally from New York, Blue-
stone received his bachelor's de-
gree from the University of 
Bridgeport and hi~ masters from 
Eastern Michigan University. 
UNM NEWS 
Donna McRae, voice l'=cturer at 
the ,University of New Mexico 
was featured in the role of Lady 
MacBeth in the opera " MacBeth" 
with the Arizona Opera Company 
in performances that spanned the 
period September 6 through Oc-
tober 7 in Tucson and Phoenix. 
Mrs. McRae 's performance receiv-
ed excellent reviews in both cities . 
George Robert appeared as a 
featured soloist w i th Norman 
Shetler in a concert at the Palffy 
Palace , Vienna, Austria. The Pal-
ffy Palace was built at the end of 
the 16th century. The history of 
this marvelous concert facility has 
been marked by the appearance of 
many famous musicians, among 
them the six-year old Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart in 1762. Austrian 
critics were impressed by the per-
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formance of Robert and Shelter, 
one of them commenting " ... the 
demands of Schubert 's 'Eight Vari-
ations on an Original Theme in A 
Flat minor' were brilliantly ac-
complished both technically and 
expressively. '' 
The University of New Mexico 
Brass Quintet, made up of Jeffrey 
Piper, professor of trumpet , Cathy 
Leach, graduate assistant in trum-
pet, Herbert Winslow, lecturer of 
French Horn, Dr. Karl Hinter-
bichler, professor of trombone, 
and Phillip Black, graduate stu-
dent in music performance, is 
planning a southwestern tour dur-
ing late November and early De-
cember. The Brass Quintet will 
appear at Adams State College , 
Colorado State University, Lock-
mont College , Colorado College 
and several sites still to be de-
termined. Probably the most 
significant invitation the Quintet 
has received is that which asks 
them to perform in Europe this 
summer for the Hungarian gov 
(Continued on Page 34) 
STAGE BAND 
CHANSON , David Caffey 
(MD) . .. . ... . 
First Place Winner of the 
$20.00 
1978 NAJE Composition 
Contest, Educational Division. 
CONCERT BAND 
YOUNG WINNERS , 
James Burden (El 10.00 
The first of a series for 
Elementary School Bands 
is a Concert March . Ranges 
and rhythms used are 
indicated on the inside 
front cover. 
CE LESTI UM, Douglas Willis 
(M) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 .00 
In a 20th Century idiom, 
using fanfare -Ii ke passages 
alternating with pastorale 
sections. Playable by high 
school bands and many 
junior high bands. 
SEND FOR COMPLIMENTARY 
MINIATURE SCORES 
SOUTH ERN MUSIC 
COM PANY 
P.O. BOX 329 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78292 
MORE UNIVERSl'TY NEWS • • • 
UNM-(Continued from Page 33) ... 
ernment. Their appearance in 
Hungary will include recordings 
for Radio Budapest. 
Robert Grayson, newly appoint-
ed professor of voice at the Uni-
versity of New Mexico, appeared 
in Los Angeles with the Los 
Angeles Opera Company. Gray-
son's appearance with this new 
company, the Los Angeles Reper-
tory Theatre, is an attempt by the 
city to establish an opera com-
pany. Grayson's appearance in 
Los Angeles met with positive re-
views by the "Los Angeles Times" 
and the "Los Angeles Herald 
Examiner''. 
Bobby Shew, nationally known 
Los Angeles based trumpet play-
er, will appear with the Univer-
sity of New Mexico Jazz Band on 
Sunday, December 9. Shew will 
be available for workshops during 
That's what you told us you want. 
We talked with people involved in 
the purchase of new uniforms -
administrators, directors, students and 
parents - and asked them what they 
wanted. Their 
answer was not so 
. surprising. They 
expect good fabric, dependable 
construction and competitive price; they 
want creativity. 
You will get quality fabrics and superior 
tailoring from us at prices comparable to those 
of our peers. But you will also get originality-
SOL 
styling that 
expresses the 
individuality of 
your band-
and flexibility 
- a treatment that will 
stay stylish for the life 
of the uniforms. 
Call us or write to 
us, and we will have a 
sale.s representative 
come and talk with you 
about what you want. 
FRANK 
UNIFORMS1 INC. 
702 S. Santa Rosa· P.O. Box 2139 
San Antonio, Texas 78206 • (512) 227-5243 
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his residency on the University 
campus. 
The Department of Music, Uni-
versity of New Mexico, announces 
its "1980 M u s i c Performance 
Award Auditions" sponsored by 
the Albuquerque "Friends of 
Music". Cash awards of $250 to 
$1000.00 will be granted to out-
standing students majoring in all 
areas of music. Auditions for Al-
buquerque students will be held 
in Keller Hall on February 22, 
1980, from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. Audi-
tions for all other students will 
occur February 23, 1980 from 
10:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Auditions 
for finalists will be February 23 
from 1 :30 to 4:00 p.m. Applica-
tions are available from your high 
school music teacher or you may 
receive an application by writing 
the Music Performance Awards, 
Department of Music, University 
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 
87131. The deadline for applica-
tions is February 6, 1980. 
On Saturday, November 17, the 
Department of Music will sponsor 
a Brass Festival, an afternoon of 
clinics, performances and individ-
ual sessions for high school brass 
players. In addition to the Uni-
versity of New Mexico faculty, 
several outstanding brass clinic-
ians will be in residence, Mario 
Guarneri, trumpet, Greg Hustis, 
horn, and John Kitzman, trom-
bone. Guarneri is member of the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic a n d 
teaches at the California Institute 
of the Arts. Hustis, guest horn 
artist, is principal horn with the 
Dallas Symphony. The trombone 
clinician, John Kitzman, is also a 
member of the Dalias Symphony 
Orchestra and teaches trombone 
at Southern Methodist University. 
For further information about the 
event, please contact Karl Hinter-
bichler, University of New Mex-
ico, Department of Music, Albu-
querque, NM 87131. 
MIOSW 80 
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ENMU NEWS 
The ENMU School of Music re-
cently held a Composer's Sym-
posium. The special guest lecturer 
was J. D. Robb, Dean Emeritus of 
the College of Fine Arts at the 
University of New Mexico. Robb 
conducted two lecture sessions -
one on electronic music and the 
other on Hispanic folk music of 
New Mexico. A concert of Robb's 
chamber music was performed by 
ENMU faculty and students. The 
concert marked the World Pre-
miere of Prelude and Commen-
tary, a piece commissioned by the 
ENMU School of Music. The 
Symposium was highlighted by 
the Music Theatre performance of 
Robb's opera, Little Jo. 
The University Concer t Choir 
made its annual fall tour to the 
south this year singing at churches 
and high schools in Roswell , Ar-
tesia, Carlsbad, Las Cruces, and 
Alamogordo. This group has been 
chosen as the university choir to 
perform for student musicians and 
their directors at the New Mexico 
Music Educators All-State Con-
vention in Albuquerque in Janu-
ary. They will perform on Friday 
evening, January 11. 
On December 2, the University 
Choral Union performed its fall 
c o n c e r t performing Randall 
Thompson's Peaceful Kingdom . 
Special guest performances were 
given by the Portales and Clovis 
High School Choirs. 
The University Singers herald-
ed the Nativity Season by present-
ing its second Christmas Vespers 
Service on December 9 at St. 
Helen 's Catholic Church. The 
Singers and lay readers from the 
Portales community presented the 
Festival of Nine Lessons and 
Carols, based on the traditional 
Christmas service of King's Col-
lege Chapel, Cambridge England. 
The service was broadcast live by 
KENW-TV Channel 3. 
Robert Kehrberg, trombonist 
and director of the ENMU Jazz 
Ensemble, presented a faculty re-
cital on December 3. ENMU's an-
nual "Swanee" will be presented 
J anuary 25-29 and will focus on 
"The Best of Broadway". The 
Raphael Trio consisting of faculty 
embers David Tubergen, violin , 
Arthur Welker, cello, and Ruth 
Meyer , piano, will tour January 
28-31. 
KENW-TV, Eastern 's public ser-
vice station, is active in broadcast-
ing local music events including: 
The Southeast New Mexico Music' 
Educators High School Marching 
Band Festival aired on December 
4 & 9; a mini feature on ENMU 
Band rehearsals with information 
on marching styles and rehearsal 
teachniques , featuring F 1 o re n 
Thompson, Director of Bands; live 
broadcast of the University Sing-
ers in Concert at St. Helen's 
Church; a simulcast (TV and FM 
Radio) trio performance with Ar-
thur Welker , cello, Loren Kayfetz, 
flute , and Joann Kayfetz , violin. 
Other events scheduled by East-
ern's TV station include a per-
formance of the ENMU Faculty 
Dixieland Combo at the Roosevelt 
County Fair and an anticipated 
taping of the Jazz Ensemble, di-
rected by Robert Kehrberg. 
NEW MUSIC for your CONCERT BAND 
CANTATA DI CHIESA Karg - Elert/ Alfred Reed 
Alfred Reed has sensitively transcribed Karg - Elert's organ work for 
wind ensemble , embodying the original organ colors and bringing rich 
tones to the woodwinds. Three movements; Pruladium, Aria and Chorale. 
Also effective for a baccalaureate or sacred service. Duration ca 10:05 
CARPATHIAN SKETCHES Robert Jager 
Robert Jager has composed a very special work for the skills of junior 
high school musicians. A spirited melody, folk oriented, with strength 
and beauty . Duration ca 3:45 
CHORALE and PROCESSIONAL Rex Mitch ell 
Stately single movement composition featuring a hymn - style tune in 
two settings. The Chorale is presented by brass and woodwind choirs, 
then the hymn tune emerges as a broad , lyric Processional. A new 
standard for commencement too Duration ca 4:40 
RONDEAU des SONGES Rameau - Fuchs 
From Rameau ·s opera "Dardanus " comes a most effective melodic 
rondo for young players in transcription by Kenneth Fuchs. Excellent 
for work in tonaiity and dynamics. Duration : ca 2:50 
SYMPHONIC RONDO Donald 0. Johnston 
A startling piece of tremendous drive , accents and melody - the musical 
line ascends from the lower brass into the winds, affording much solo 
work within its development and excitement. A long, broad re-statement 
of theme by solo trumpet then prepares the ensemble for the tense 
momentum toward its climactic ending. Duration: ca 6:00 
SECOND SYMPHONY Alfred Reed 
Alfred Reed 's most important composition to date . A single movement 
work embracing three distinct sections derived from a tone row which 
underlies the entire score . The first section is a freely constructed 
passacaglia ; the second, a tense double fugue further developing 
theme and countersubject; the third is based on two long, lyric themes 
derived from the row. Commissioned by the Michigan State University 
Symphonic Band and recorded by them on Golden Crest Records. 
Duration: ca20:00 
Send for free miniature scores 
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MUSIC IN OUR SCHOOLS WEEK 
As you know by now, March 9-15, 1980 will be the sixth na-
tional observance of Music In Our Schools Week. The theme for 
this year's observance is " Music Counts." 
According to a statement in the Oct. '79 issue of "Music Power" , 
"Music In Our Schools Week is alive and well ... " This is good 
news to our yearning ears and hearts. We all know that in some 
areas of New Mexico music in the schools is growing and thriving 
while in other areas music specialists must constantly struggle for 
the survival of music education. 
New Mexico Music Teachers, let's begin now making plans to 
bombard the public with all kinds of music publicity during this 
week especially set aside for music education. Let's continue to 
promote posiiwe public relations among parents, administrators, 
and the media in our local communities. Remember, enthusiasm is 
contagious and (with apologies to Sir Walter Scott) 
Breathes there a man with soul so dead, 
who never to himself hath said ... "Ah-h-h, Music!" 
State Chairman, MIOSW 
Peggy Jordan 
NMMEA MUSIC INDUSTRY COUNCIL MEMBERS 
1979 - 80 
ALFRED PUBLISHING CO. 
Robe rta Vacca ro Salerno, 15335 Mor ri son 
St ., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
W. T. ARMSTONG COMPANY 
P.O. Box 787 
Elkhart, Ind ia na 46515 
BELWIN MILLS PUBLISHING CORP. 
Ethel Winkler, Melville, NY 11746 
BOB FARLEY MUSIC CENTER, INC. 
Bob Farley, 3707 Eubank N.E. 
Albuquerque, NM 87111 
CAMPUS SPECIALTIES 
Bill Smith , 324 Louisiana , NE, 
Albuquerque, NM 87108 
CUSTOM MUSIC CO. 
Lewis Roth, 1414 S. Main St. 
Royal Oak, Ml 48067 
DeMOULIN BROTHERS & CO. 
1000 S. Fourth St. 
Greenville, Ill. 62246 
CONN-ARTLEY-SCHERI & ROTH 
Sales Offices - Oak Brook, Illinois 60521 
Harcld Stone, 3817 Mid-Summer Lane, 
Colorado Springs, CO 80917 
G. LEBLANC CORPORATION 
Ben Rhodes, Vice President, 30th Ave. 
Kenosha, WI 53141 
HENCO 
Dick Echols, 6271 S. Ash Circle, 
Littleton, Colorado 80121 
HARRISON-HURTZ ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 268, Wymore, Neb. 68466 
HOLT, RINEHART & '<JINSTON, INC. 
9259 King Arthur Drive, Dallas, TX 75247 
L. J. Slankard, 1408 Marron Circle, 
Albuquerque, NM 87112 
KING MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
S. Robert Fraser 
33999 Curtis Blvd., 
Eastlake, Ohio 44094 
LUCHETTI DRUM & GUITAR CENTER 
Nick Luchetti, 2617 Rhode Island NE, 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 
LUDWIG INDUSTRIES 
1728 North Darnen Avenue, 
Chicago, IL 60647 
Wayne Rodgers, 1015 S. Birch, Apt. 604A 
Colorado Springs, CO 80222 
McCORMICK'S ENTERPRISES 
P.O. Box 577 
Arlington Heights, Ill. 60006 
MACMILLAN PUBLISHING CO. 
8301 Ambassador Row, Dallas, TX 75247 
Damon Beach , Box 3253, 
Albuque rque, NM 87110 
MAN-HOW, WEST 
Paul Retrum, 2166 Indian Rock Road, 
Carefree, AZ 85331 
MANOR FRUIT CAKE CO. 
Tom White, 4200 Hoerner, 
Little Rock, Ark. 72219 
MAY'S MUSIC CO. 
Bernie May, P.O. Box 152, 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 
MUSIC EDUCATION GROUP 
William R. Kurth, VP 
1415 Waukegan Road 
Northbrook, Ill. 60062 
MUSIC MART, THE, INC. 
Joe Keith, 210 Yale SE, 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
SELMER COMPANY 
Paul Mock, Box 310 
Elkhart, IN 46514 
SHAWNEE PRESS, INC. 
Jack Gittings, Western Manager, P.O. 
Box 67, Lawndale, CA 90260 
SILVER BURDETT CO. 
William D. Ligon, Regional VP 
8301 Ambassador Row 
Dallas, TX 75247 
SMILEY'S PHOTO, INC. 
3455 Locke 
Fort Worth, TX 76107 
SOL FRANK UNIFORMS 
Jay D. Tomlinson, 702 South Santa Rosa 
Street, San Antonio, TX 78207 
SOUTHERN MUSIC COMPANY 
Arthur Gutwitz, 1100 Broadway, 
San Antonio, TX 78215 
WORLD'S FINEST CHOLOLATES, INC. 
Don Mann, 2521 W. 48th St., 
Chicago, IL 60632 
Grady Curr, Box 3682, 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 
WORLD PHOTO, INC. 
3101 N. Federal Hwy. 
P.O. Box 11775 
Fort Lauderdale , Fl 33339 
WURLITZER COMPANY 
LeRoy Esau, 403 E. Gurler Road, 
DeKalb, IL 60115 
YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
Edward Barbett, 6600 Orangethorpe Ave., 
Buena Park, CA 80622 
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MENC'S PROPOSED 
DUES INCREASE 
A glance at the financial state-
ments of Music Educators Nation-
al Conference during the last few 
years will quickly show that in-
come has climbed. But that's just 
a statement on paper. 
Apply the effects of inflation, 
as you would to your own finan-
cial resources, and you get a com-
pletely different picture. While 
more money is coming in, the 
purchasing power of that money 
- the power to supply services to 
the membership - has dropped 
substantially. 
Over a ten-year period, MENC's 
operating reserve, though up in 
figures, has declined 30. 7 percent 
in value. The worth of MEJ ad-
vertising revenue has decreased 
40.7 percent; of publications sales 
income, 51.7 percent; of invest-
ment income, 10.8 percent; of in-
service conference income, 37.4 
percent ; and of all other income, 
46.9 percent. 
Al though there are many ex-
penses in running an organization 
over which there is little control 
(the costs of social security, hos-
pitalization, telephone, postage, 
data processing, lists for state as-
sociations, and so on), MENC has 
kept expenses down because o 
careful financial management. Bu 
that means more dollars to bu 
less in providing necessary serv-
ices - and nothing to spend o 
expanding services. Add to all thi 
the increased taxation imposed o 
the Conference and similar or 
ganizations by the Internal Rev 
enue Service severai months ag 
and it is easy to see why the Na 
tional Executive Board has pro 
posed a national dues increase o 
$6 (in the major membershi 
categories). 
Six dollars is a modest amoun 
today. Giving up $6 is less tha 
giving up a single good dinner out 
It is less than the cost of filling 
third of a car's gasoline tank. No 
even a decent seat at the sym 
phony or at the theater can b 
purchased for that amount. Yet 
for those fifty cents a month 
MENC can carry on its program 
from a position of strength. Wha 
(Continued Next Page) 
ENC- (Continued) ... 
oes this mean to each of us? 
• It means that MENC - the 
argest music education organiza-
ion devoted to all segments of the 
rofession - can continue to pro-
ide a unified voice for that pro-
ession. It's a voice that is heard 
n Congress, in the Office of Edu-
ation, in state agencies , and in 
ther arts and education organiza-
ions. And its message is shaping 
upport across the country for 
our programs. 
• It means the opportunity for 
ou and your students to partici-
ate in practical, educative exper-
ences at district and state festi-
als and clinics. 
• It means twice as many na-
ional in-service conferences visit-
ng all parts of the country more 
ften and providing you with up-
o-date, forward-looking work-
hops, demonstrations, exhibits of 
ew teaching materials and equip-
ent, and performances. 
• It means the dissemination 
f information and teaching tech-
iques 1.hat can keep you on top 
f your field and thereby contrib-
te to your job security and pro-
essional advancement. 
• It means a developing lead-
rship in the divisions that \ ,m be 
ncreasingly responsive to regional 
eeds. 
• It means new committees 
uch as those on general music 
nd on music education for the 
andicapped that can focus more 
ffectively on special interests, as 
ell as continuing work by such 
stablished and effective groups 
as the Government Relations 
ommittee. 
• It means b road coverage of 
oth music and music education 
th rough the pages of Music Edu-
ators Journal; a timely news-
etter, Music Power; and the 
ournal of Research in Music Edu-
cation for active-research mem-
ers. 
• It means an expanding series 
of book publications on many 
aspects of music education, includ-
ing teaching beginning instrumen-
tal classes, selecting music, de-
termining standards for your pro-
grams, and working in ear ly 
childhood education. 
• It means a series of audio-
visuals , including posters, films , 
and a kit for building community 
support for your program. 
• It means broadened com-
munity support through such ac-
tjvities as the promotion of Music 
In Our Schools Week and cospon-
sorship of public service announce-
ments during the National Foot-
ball League telecasts in the fall 
of 1979. 
• It means the opportunity to 
?articipate in low - cost gorup 
msurance programs. 
Ultimately, it means a nation-
wide network of music educators 
in all areas and at all instruct ional 
levels pulling together for a com-
mon purpose. When ballots are 
mailed to voting members early 
in January, lend your support to 
this giant effort . A vote in favor 
of the proposed dues increase 
means greater strength for all of 
us in music education. And it all 
comes down to just fif ty cents a 
month. 
ALL-STATE 
JAN. 9 .. 12, 1980 
ILLEGAL PHOTOCOPYING: 
"Get Tough'' Pol icy Announced 
A new concentrated effort to 
vigorously monitor complience 
with the copyright law as related 
to printed music has been jointly 
announced by the National Music 
Publishers ' Association (NMPA) 
and the Music Publishers ' Asso-
ciation (MPA). Hundreds of U.S. 
music publishers and others are 
being asked to immediately report 
incidents of illegal reprography 
which they themselves observe or 
which comes to their attention. In 
making this joint announcement, 
President Leonard Feist of the 
National Music Publishers ' Asso-
ciation , which is a trade associa-
tion of the popular music pub-
lishers , and President Dean C. 
Burtch of the Music Publishers ' 
Association , which represents edu-
cational , church, and concert pub-
lishers , both issued strong state-
ments on behalf of the associations 
they represent. 
CHAMBER MUSIC 
FURNITURE 
li ,ird\\Ond ,1,1mk bl!l'lh<.'s 
dnd dcrc-..,c H"ll'"' 
fr,1d11 opaJ F ll'q.i, 1 J), ,,qn, 
Free Catalog 
1)11\l.l!l ", ~(l() l'.,n, lit\ I l/ II Lr\ 1· t )\\j 
May & Duncan Music Con1pany 
4519 S. Western 424 N. Texas 3001 Montana 408 Andrews I-Iiway 
353-3591 332-9447 566-9643 682 -9451 
Amarillo 
79109 
Odessa 
79761 
El Paso 
79903 
VI id land 
79701 
King - Conn - Olds - Hcynolcls - Martin - LeBlanc - Selmer-Dach 
Noblet - orrnancly - Bundy - Ludwig - Slingerland 
Gemeinharcl l - Artley - Haynes - Fox - Vito - Cleveland 
SALES RENTALS REPAIRS 
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ADVERTISERS INDEX 
Belwin Mills Pub. Co. __________ 35 
Bob Farley --------------------- 2 
Bosendorfer Pianos _____________ 32 
Carlsbad Music Festival ____ ____ 15 
Early Music Stands ____________ 37 
Getzen ----- - ------------------- 9 
Henco, Inc. _____________________ 26 
May & Duncan _________________ 37 
Medalist Stanbury Uniforms ____ 27 
Music Mart, Inc. ______________ __ 12 
Music World _______________ _____ 23 
Phillips House of Music ________ 38 
Recorded Publications Co . ______ 17 
Riedling Music Co. _____ ________ _ ll 
Smiley 's Photo ______________ _ 20-21 
Sol Frank Uniforms ____________ 34 
Southern Music Co. __________ ___ 33 
University of New Mexico ____ _ 25 
Vandoren ___ ___ _______________ _ 31 
Vito _________ _________ ____ _____ 39 
Wurlitzer ______________________ 29 
Yamaha ____ - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- -- ___ la, 
.................................................................. ~ 
o)Julli!M 
House of 
Music 
118 Main, Clovis 
763-5041 
Sands Center, Portales 
356-4242 
"SERVING THE AREA 
SINCE 1953" 
BAND INSTRUME NTS 
PIANOS, ORGANS 
SHEET MUSIC 
Personal Attention 
To All Orders 
REPAIRS 
........................................ .. ................................ 
SOUTHWEST MENC DIVISION BOARD 
(From Left to Right) 
E'RENA HOCKENBERRY ..... . . ... . . .......... . . President, Colorad 
JOHN A. ROBERTS .......... . ... . ............. President, Arkansa 
BARBARA F. EADS .. . .. . . ........ . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. President, Texa 
DONALD M. HARDISTY ........... . ...... . . . . President, New Mexic 
ED CARSON . ... . . . . . ..... . . . . .. ..... . .. . ..... President, Missou 
KENNETH COX .. . .. ... ..... . . . ..... . . . ..... . President, Oklahom 
A. LYLE DILLEY .. . . . . . ... . . . .......... . ..... . . . President, Kansa 
DON CORBETT .. . ......... . . . ...... President, Southwestern Divisio 
Music Counts! 
SELECTIONS FOR 1980 ALL-STATE ORCHESTRAS 
Symphony Orchestra ------------------ - ---- J acob Avshalomov, 
Portland Youth Symphony, Portland, Oregon, Conductor 
Corsair Overture __________ -- ·- - _____________________ Berlioz 
Lento-Allegro non troppo, Symphony in d minor __ __ _ Franck 
Concert Orchestra - - -- - ------------- - --- Capt. Lowell Graham, 
United States Air Force Orchestras, Washington, D.C., 
Conductor 
Concerto for Orchestra in D major ------------------ Handel 
transcribed by E. Ormandy 
Eight Russian Folk Songs, op. 58 ----- - -- -;- --------- Liadov 
Slavonic Dance no. 1, op. 46 - - - -------------------- Dvorak 
edited and revised by G. Sze 11 
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One war. to sell you ours 
is to show you theirs. 
Their trill keys have 
the usual staggered 
construction, so kev 
pads have to slide over 
angled tone holes. Our 
have an exclusive in-line 
a1Ta11geme11t that lets each 
pad make direct 90° contact 
with the tone hole. And our tone 
lwles are located above the water 
line, to virtuall;p eliminate gurgle. 
theirs ours 
Their pitch is tuned somewhere be-
tween A442 and A445 - higher than 
normal to compensate for a students 
initially poor embouchure and breath 
control. Ours is precision tuned to 
A440 concert pitch at 72 ° F. Because 
we believe a student should develop 
up to pitch - instead of down to it -
with the proper embouchure and con-
trol over intonation and coloring. 
Their four trill keys are mounted on 
three posts. Ours are individually 
mounted on four posts for more accu-
racy and support. 
Their keys are mostly cast metal. 
You can t'\.\rist one off with vour 
---fingers. Oun, are all po;wr-
forged from the finest vi,gin 
nickel-silver - a costly 
,. process that applies tons of 
pressure to form the 
metal into a directional 
Their keys 
are positioned 
where they've 
always been -
out of easy reach 
for a student's 
left thumb and 
''grain:' like wood, 
that's infinitely 
stronger. Truck 
bumpers and crank 
shafts are forged, 
just like our keys. 
little finger and ri 
little finger. Key 
action is uneven, too. 
Some press hard, some 
easy. Our keys are posi-
tiol'l.fd where the student's 
fingers are - a little 
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human engineering for the sake of 
morale. And our key action is crisp 
and uniform. 
Their bore isn't bored, it's molded. To 
withdraw the mold from a section, 
they have to make one end slightly 
larger - creating a distorted sound 
column. That's why their student 
clarinets are permanently out of tune 
at different points along the scale. 
Our bore is bored. Expensivel)' ma-
chined into a cylindrical column 
that's acoustically perfect. A dozen of 
our clarinets will sound alike at every 
point on the scale. A dozen of their·s 
won't. 
We think our competition repre-
sents more of a threat to vou than 
to us. That's why we've given you 
a good look at their most popular 
student clarinet, along with some 
good reasons to choose ours. 
Sure, our clarinet costs a little 
more than theirs. But when it's 
time for that all-important per-
for1nance, a few dollars is 
nothing. A perfect glissando is 
everything. 
For a full-color spec sheet, call 
(800) 558-9421, toll-free. Or 
write to Leblanc, 7019 Thirtieth 
Avenue, Kenosha, Wisconsin 
53140. 
Yho© 
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